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This issue of the Journal of Sociology and Social Welfare is
one of a series of supplements dealing with crucial issues of our
day. In almost anyones listing of such issues, concerns about
the state of the nation's criminal justice system are most likely
bound to appear. At least this is true for academia and the functionaries directly involved - even though their perspectives and
advice-giving may well vary considerably. The interests of that
never to be heard silent majority have apparently somewhat abated
for more recent polls indicate that the economy is now the number
one concern. As a result, inspite of being in the midst of intensive presidential primary politicking, the silence of most campaigners in regard to crime in the streets has been pleasing to the ear
and mind after the years of Nixon-Mitchell rhetoric.
It is our opinion, however, that the quiet is unnatural for
in fact crime rates, whatever the validity of the statistic gathering techniques, are rising, court calendars are more clogged than
ever and more persons are currently incarcerated than ever before.
Changes in the system, those actually being instituted and those
proposed and receiving serious consideration, seem marginally
incremental at best.
Perhaps the most significant proposal restated recently was
one calling for the abandonment of the rhetoric of rehabilitation
for a clearly redefined statement of the goals of the correctional
system: punishment and isolation.
Because of the source of this cry, some editorials and some
commentators have begun again to urge such a policy statement,
pointing out that even the "liberals" have given up. Generousity
directs that we assume such demands arise from the recognition
that rehabilitation has seldom been tried and that considering
existing political and economic conditions, leaders will not
make the resources available now or in the forseeable future to
make the effort. A less than generous viewpoint might hold that
given the composition of the population being processed by the
system, only a "get tougher" policy will hold the urban line.
We can confidentially expect that these newer voices will
be heard more frequently throughout the land, for the implications of their statements make a neater fit with the Draconian views
held by all too many regarding the measures now believed necessary
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to protect their

society.

We disagree! First, we believe that the sunk cost will effectively prevent radical realteration of the policies and programs
of the present system. Second, we hope that once understood, a
large enough segment of the population will reject such ideas as
abhorrent to the ideals, if not the actual workings, of a democratic society. Therefore, at least for the time being, shorn
of global proposals, we continue to seek ways of clarifying issues,
defining probles,restating policy objectives, and seeking meaningful even if merely incremental changes. Therefore, the
articles included deal with questions of policy, personnel, and,
yes, treatment.
Obviously no attempt could or would be made at
comprehensiveness.
In a single issue of a journal of this nature
only a few selected areas can be dealt with. At this time in
our nation this, we believe, is the only way to proceed. We offer
no apologies. During the time of the bicentennial it is appropriate to reconsider and reassess our past but not to seek ways
to return to it.

Robert Green
Co-editor
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THE FAMILY - 100 YEARS OF NEGLECT
Frank J. Montemuro, Jr.
Administrative Judge
Family Court Division
Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia

ABSTRACT
The following address was made at an All-Day Institute convened by
the Family Court Division of the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas in
conjunction with the Family Institute of Philadelphia to explore issues
and new responsibilities faced by public and private agencies dealing
with the myriad changes in family life in this last decade of social upheaval.

The Family Court concept is of recent vintage. It was shaped by
the experiences of the Juvenile Court and by a long history of social
welfare and educational reforms. In the first half of the last century,
humane treatment and management of behavioral and mental health problems
were being given special attention. By the end of that century, individual psychological treatment became the focus of concern in a culture
pressing for individualism and driving for personal achievement. Concentration on the single individual was a tribute to this social attitude. Changes in people were sought by exploring the historical recesses of the mind through the private interactions of the patient and
doctor. In the case of children, as well as adults, parents and other
members of the family were excluded. According to the historical genesis of personal difficulties, the family was one of the prime culprits
in damaging the growing child. So, countless mothers and fathers endured this great guilt for their alleged failures as parents while their
children underwent individual psychotherapy that laundered the effects
of bad parenthood.
It is within this context that the Juvenile Court movement developed. The purpose of the Court was to protect the child from society
and its deleterious influences. The effect of experiences rather than
some inner evil became important ever since John Locke described the
mind as a tabula rasa - a blank tablet or clean slate - on which life
was etched.
-622-

When the Juvenile Court took hold more than a half century ago, it
relied heavily on these principles. The child was provided with a
probation officer who took responsibility for supervision and the Court
was the parens patriae acting in place of parents. Removing children
from the home and community and placement in institutions took on the
humane form of rehabilitation not penalty. We do not deceive ourselves that there was no penalty because there was restriction of liberty,
one of our most cherished values.
Chief Justice Horace Stern, speaking for the majority of the Court
in In re Holmes, 379 Pa. 599 (1954) cert. denied by the U. S. Supreme
Court 348 U.S. 973 (1955) stated: "Their purpose (Juvenile Courts) is
not penal but protective, - aimed to check Juvenile delinquency and to
throw around a child, just starting, perhaps, on an evil course and deprived of proper parental care, the strong arm of the state acting as
parens patriae. The State is not seeking to punish an offender but to
salvage a boy who may be in danger of becoming one, and to safeguard
his adolescent life.
"The conception that children are regarded as wards of the State is
not one of recent origin; indeed from the very earliest times children
in England were regarded as the wards Chancery, and the Chancellor exercised the privileges of the Crown in acting for the care, treatment and
protection of unfortunate minors and placing them under proper guardianships."
We know of course that Justice Michael Musmanno's dissent in In re
Holmes was adopted as the law of the land in In re Gault, U.S. Supreme
Court, October Term, 1966, No. 116 in a majority opinion written by
Justice Abe Fortas. Justice Musmanno's assertion that "what a child
charged with crime is entitled to, is justice, not a parens patriae,"
and the Court, in Gault, laid to rest the theory that a juvenile was
not entitled to "due process of law" because of the anachronistic
theory that the State was now acting in the place of his parents.
The Juvenile Court programs consistent with the growing field of
behavioral science found the parents, at best, only a peripheral ally.
Yet, no one denied that the family was nuclear in the formation of the
child's character and behavior. Treatment, however, was largely directed toward intra-psychic conflicts and aberrations in an individualized
approach. Unfortunately an important study found the individual counseling approach was not significantly superior to simple supervision
and discipline.
-621-

Group social treatment was relatively slow in appearing as a therapeutic modality. In the field of delinquency, we were well aware of the
impact of associates on adolescent behavior. Only in the last 25 years
were group counseling and group psycho-therapy considered a possible
procedure for adolescent treatment. The group psycho-therapy field offered promise. We at the Family Court in Philadelphia pioneered in these
efforts. For several years, we have been training probation officers to
conduct Correctional Group Counseling. We are pleased with the results
of a recent study by an outside evaluator indicating that this is an
effective procedure with first
and second offenders.
We are not at all
satisfied with such success. It appears that all of us may have been
victims of a prevailing trend of thought, the myth that permeated the
mental health field, excluding the family from joint participation in
the treatment process.
We are seeking remedies to this serious exclusion of the family. Not until the appearance of dynamic systems therapy
applied to the family was there a truly practical opportunity to direct
ourselves toward a family therapy approach. Once this breakthrough had
occurred, we found ourselves with a new horizon of opportunity spanning
more than the field of delinquency and involving all aspects of our
Family Court effort including domestic relations, family strife and separation, and custody and visitation for children.
Having assured ourselves that we have a new set of principles with
which to work, we have a problem of convincing the families that their
total participation in treatment and in rehabilitation is important. We
know the difficulties other agencies have in this regard, and we share
your concern. A convincing argument to help families accept the family
treatment is to be found within the concept of family therapy itself.
Family therapy teaches us that we are not concerned with establishing who is to blame in the family for the malfunctioning but what steps
might be taken to change family relationships through recycling and developing a more harmonious pattern that will allow for individual growth
and self-fulfillment. We ask what can be done to develop a more family
oriented approach in the remediation of children's difficulties.
Our recent Family Court experience with drug detection and referral
service stresses this point.
We obtained urine specimens of virtually
every youngster who came to the Court averaging a thousand a month.
When
laboratory reports were positive, we contacted the family to give them
this information confidentially and to make referrals for treatment.
Family resistance was high. We found that only a small percentage of
the families would voluntarily participate in discussing the drug issue
or accepting a referral. When referrals were made, only a fraction kept
-624-

the appointments. During the two year period of
dance of drug abuse among juveniles was found to
507.
We concluded that families were already so
could not assume additional responsibilities but
for drug usage of their children. Many resigned
as a fact of life.

this study, the incihave increased some
burdened that they
instead rationalized
themselves to drugs

The Family Court is mandated to look at families carefully. The
recent Juvenile Court Act that took effect in February, 1973, repealing the Juvenile Court Law of 1933 states as its purposes: (1) to
preserve the unity of the family whenever possible and to provide for
the care, protection, and wholesome mental and physical development of
children coming within the provisions of this act; (2) to achieve the
foregoing purposes in a family environment whenever possible, separating the child from parents only when necessary for his welfare or in the
interests of public safety. The law further differentiates between the
delinquent and the deprived child, recognizing a heavy share of family
responsibility in both instances. A deprived child is defined as one
who "(i) is without proper parental care or control, subsistence, education as required by law or other care or control necessary for his physical, mental or emotional health, or morals; or (ii) has been placed
for care or adoption in violation of law; or (iii) has been abandoned
by his parents, guardian, or other custodian."
The Act determines our direction. It charges us with explaining
what can be done within the family to create greater cohesiveness, to
achieve genuine mutuality of relationship, to provide for more effective controls, to reduce disruptions, to facilitate communication, to
solve the problems of everyday living and contribute to the growth and
individualization of each member of the family.
In each instance cited in this Act, parents are involved in the deChildren who are truants are considtermination of a deprived child.
ered to be without proper parental care and so the school and the Court
must direct their attention to assisting the entire family. We cannot
remove the child from the home and conclude that the educational needs
Fracturing the family and removing the famof the child will be met.
ily from the educational process runs counter to primary goals of eduThere is certainly an underlying mandate for the schools to
cation.
develop a program for parents and children to work toward a successful
This necessitates a shift for the school that
learning experience.
suffered from the same child-parent detachment observed in the rest of
the behavioral science field. Can the parent share with the school the
responsibilities for the educational program? If so, how is this to be
developed?
-625-

Another issue of grave concern is the child subjected to physical
abuse by parents. It is often the first reaction of the community
that such parents receive maximum penalties for victimizing their children. A more reflective view and a more careful study of the families
of abused children reveal that these are complex issues necessitating
a family approach in the correctional process. If the Court seeks to
secure family treatment in such cases, how effectively can such a
recommendation be implemented?
It is our opinion that if we can deal with the deprived child
early enough, the more serious delinquencies will be prevented.
We, as a Court and a community, have been distressed by the acts
of violence and destruction. We want our citizens to feel free to
move about safely and our homes to be secure from intrusion. The
fact that young people are involved in these anti-social acts in such
large numbers while they are still living under the supervision of
their parents supports our hope that parental participation in the
remedial processes can be found. There is some irony that family
treatment has developed at a time when we are undergoing a most rapid
change in families. The 700% increase in divorces over the last 50
years tells that there are major changes occurring in American family
life. Twenty-five years ago only one child in fourteen under age si,
was being brought up by a single parent. Today, one child in seven
under the age of six has but a single parent in the home. Furthermore, there is the economic problem. Single parents are more likely
to be in the lower income bracket and are less likely to have schooling. Suicide rates have increased among young children. Since 1963,
the crime rate for juveniles has been escalating at a rate higher
than the juvenile population.
If children are to meet the requirements
of a nuclear propelled society, then we must certainly look to our own
nuclear personal resource--the family--for some answers.
The Family Court has special concern for children and for parents
where there are issues of parental separation, child custody, visitation privileges and basic rights of the child to live with a measure
of stability that will allow personality to grow and achieve adult
status. Judges know the impact of parental battling for the child.
Children become sounding boards for the hostilities of each of the
parents. Children are asked to take sides and often do. The result
is that they alienate one parent in order to please the other.
Many
times the child is subjected to the skewed judgments in each of the
parents. We look to develop programs that will be less destructive,
that will allow children to grow up feeling a measure of harmony with
-626-

their parents,
them.

despite differences the mother and father have between

In Ford v. Ford, 371 U.S. 187 (1962), Mr. Justice Black stated:
"Unfortunately, experience has shown that the question of custody, so
vital to a child's happiness and well-being, frequently cannot be left
to the discretion of the parents. This is particularly true where, as
here, the estrangement of husband and wife beclouds parental judgment
In Children in the Courts - The Question
with emotion and prejudice."
of Representation, Institute for Continuing Legal Education, No. 19
(1967), it was correctly and succintly stated that: "In few situations is the child more vulnerable than when the legal and emotional
The court
ties between his parents are severed by a divorce decree.
is seldom in a position to know whether the best interests of the
child have indeed been served by the award of custody, or whether the
custody agreement submitted by the parties was entered into with one
eye on the tax code and the other toward vindication." What is or
should be the legal status of children in a divorce case? Should
children be considered as possessions of their parents and dealt with
in terms of the wishes or rights of the spouses? Should they be considered as merely the subject of one aspect of the litigation, i.e.,
custody, and proper subjects for the court's concern? Should they be
considered as parties to the divorce action with rights that must be
considered regardless of the wishes of the parents? Are not each of
these questions just as relevant in deprived cases? How can the rights
of children in a divorce case or a deprived case best be protected?
Should counsel be appointed in every case and, if so, who would bear
In lieu of counsel being appointed in every case, would
the expense?
a professional child advocate or advocates in divorce and deprived
cases be the more pragmatic and effective method. These questions
merely serve to suggest the serious nature of the problem; questions
the answer to which must be found by our citizens, our representatives,
our judges and concerned community agencies acting in concert.
There are some parents who come to Court, as well as to social
and mental health agencies, asking that their children be admitted
to institutions. These are parents who may not feel able to cope
with their responsibilities. The children in such instances clearly
feel the rejection and helplessness that comes from being removed
from those whom we expect to be closest to us; the children are the
fanily scapegoats. It has been noted that children who experience
rejection in one form or another and are forced to separate from one
of their parents develop a superficiality that prevents them from beWhat steps can
coming close, loving and adequate parents themselves.
-627-

be taken to reduce or prevent rejection of children? How can we
lessen the impact of parental separations on children? Do we require additional assistance in reaching more equitable determinations in the matters of child placement, custody and visitation
rights?
There are issues that go beyond the organized social agencies
to the total community itself. How resourceful are our communities,
our neighborhoods in developing programs to assist each other? Can
we expect families to join in mutually supporting each other during
crises and turmoil? How is this to be done? What strengths are
there for the vitalization of community spirit toward these ends?
Current literature makes a strong argument for the continuity
of life experience for the child. A differentiation is made between
the biological parent and the one who gives actual care to the child.
It is argued that children who are placed in foster care for an extended period of time should remain and that the rights of parents
to custody in such cases should be relinquished. This is an issue
that is by no means settled.
The Family Court decides each case on its own merits. It relies on its ancillary services, including psychological and psychiatric reports. It depends heavily on its able probation staff for
support. Where possible it utilizes its own Counseling and Referral
service to divert families from the justice system process.
These
are resources within our own Family Court.
Obviously we require the
assistance of the entire comunity and its social and mental health
agencies.
We have come here today to discuss how closer cooperative
effort can be achieved. We truly look forward to your sharing our
concerns.
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CRIME VICTIMS AND PUBLIC SOCIAL POLICY
Joe Hudson
Director, Research and Planning
Minnesota Department of Corrections
St. Paul, Minnesota
Burt Galaway
School of Social Development
University of Minnesota
Duluth, Minnesota

ABSTRACT
The administration of criminal law has traditionally Ignored the role of the
victim and focused on the criminal offender. Increasingly, however, social policy
and programs are beginning to take Into consideration the situation of the crime
victim. Programs designed to focus on offender restitution to crime victims are
being developed and Implemented at various stages of the criminal Justice system.
At the same time, programs of state compensation to crime victims are being Implemented in an Increasing number of jurisdictions.

Introduction
Over the course of the last one thousand years In Western cultures, the
Interests of the criminal offender have received growing attention and concern in
the administration of justice while the situation of the victim has been largely
Ignored. Reflecting this concern has been the Increased attention of the courts
to the legal rights of the accused and confined and the social policy emphasis
given to the rehabilitation of the offender as the stated goal of corrections
Such significant court rulings as Gideon, Escobedo, and Miranda have
systems.
reflected a growing concern with safeguarding the due process of rights of the
accused so that Increasingly the attention of the criminal law has become one of
fairness and restraint. With the emphasis on the legal rights of the accused and
convicted and the Increased acceptance of the goal of rehabilitating the offender,
the victim has been overlooked as having at least as much right to be fairly treated
by the state. Just as the offender has a right to a fair trial and suitable defense,
so society has the obligation of ensuring through public social policy that victims
of crime are fairly compensated and receive remedy for damages done.
The concepts of restitution and compensation are Increasingly suggested as
remedies to be made available through public social policy for crime victims to
obtain reparation. While the terms, "restitution" and "compensation" are often
used interchangeably, restitution will be defined here to refer to payments made
by the offender to the victims of crime. Quite clearly, the use of restitution withIn the criminal justice system is contingent on the apprehension and, In most cases,
the conviction of the offender. Restitution payments may be made by the offender In
the form of either monetary payments or services, but in either case are aimed at
Making
restoring the victim and aiding In the rehabilitation of the offender.
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restitution becomes, in effect, both a part of the criminal penalty and a goal of
the rehabilitative process.
As distinct from restitution, the term compensation refers to payments bI the
state to victims of crime. Compensation payment are civil in character and reflect
a societal responsibility for compensating Injuries resulting from criminal acts.
While a major focus of restitution proposals Is placed on the potentially positive
effect upon the offender, compensation schemes are clearly directed at the victim
and are seen as a means of spreading the losses resulting from victimization. Consequently, the occurrence of a particular type of victimization Is usually sufficient
for drawing upon a compensation scheme, whereas the use of restitution usually
requires the apprehension or conviction of the offender.
The Implementation of Restitution
The restitution sanction can be applied at any stage of the criminal justice
system. Upon the apprehension of the accused, for example, opportunities exist for
the use of restitution on a pre-trial basis. Prosecuting authorities may agree not
to prosecute offenders who make restitution to their crime victims. Operation
De Novo, a pre-trial diversion project in Minneapolis, has been using restitution
for the past several years with property offenders that the agency has been diverting
from both the felony and misdemeanor courts subsequent to their arrest but prior to
trial.
(Hudson, et al., 1975) Similarly, the State of Iowa has formalized a procedure to permit courts the option of allowing offenders to withhold entering a plea
and remain under court supervision for a specific period of time; after satisfactorily completing this period of supervision and the completion of the restitution
requirement, the charges against the offender are dismissed. (State of Iowa, 1973)
Following conviction, restitution can be used as a part of the sanction imposed
upon the convicted offender. The second edition of the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency; Model Sentencing Act explicitly provides for the use of restitution
either as the sole penalty or In conjunction with other penalties. (Council of
Judges, 1972) Most commonly, restitution has been used following trial as a condition
of probation. (Cohen, 1944; Eglash, 1958) Particularly in Juvenile cases, the
courts have occassionally required the performance of symbolic restitution in the
form of community service as a probation condition. England, for example, has recently
implemented a community volunteer service program in which convicted offenders are
provided the opportunity to engage in voluntary community service as a form of
symbolic restitution.
(Kaufman, 1973) Because of the closed nature of the facility
and very low prison wage systems, restitution either in the form of community
services or direct monetary payments to the victim by Incarcerated offenders appears
limited.
In principle, however, it is quite conceivable to expect that social
policies could be formulated requiring Incarcerated offenders to be paid at prevailing union wages with a portion of wages made as restitution to crime victims.
(Smith, 1965)
Community based programs which serve as a diversion or alternative to imprisonment offer a further opportunity for implementing restitution within the criminal
justice system. The State of Georgia, for example, recently Implemented four

conmunity based restitution projects - these programs will house convicted
offenders who will work in the community and make restitution to their victims.
(Georgia, 1974) In addition to these residential programs, some of the
offenders In Georgia will be residing In the community under Intensive supervision and making restitution to their crime victims. The Minnesota Restitution
Center program offers a further example of utilizing restitution within a
community based, residential corrections center. (Hudson and Galaway, 1974)
In this program, offenders are diverted from the State Prison four months after
admission In order to enter the residential center. Prior to entering the
program, offenders complete a restitution contract with their victims as this
Involves a specification of the amount, form, and schedule of restitution payments to be made. Upon release to the center, offenders are provided with
assistance In finding jobs and begin the process of making their restitution in
accordance with the written agreement completed prior to their release from
prison.
Potential Benefits
The following benefits are suggested as central to a restitution program:
(Galaway and Hudson, 1975)
I) The restitution sanction Is rationally and logically related to the damages
done. This is clearly not the case when the offender is housed in a cage and the
victim ignored by the criminal justice system.
2) The restitution sanction is clear and explicit with the offender knowing
at all times where he stands in relation to completing goals. Again, this is not
the case when offenders are placed in a penal setting and the goal of "rehabilitation" is at best vague, and at worst, misleading.
3) The restitution sanction requires the active participation of the offender
who is not placed In the position of being the passive recipient of either "therapeutic" or "punitive" approaches to changing his behavior. In turn, the offender's
active Involvement In undoing the wrong done should Increase his self-esteem and
self-image as a responsible and contributing member of society.
4) The restitution sanction provides a concrete way In which the offender can
make amends for his wrong-doing and should provide a constructive and socially
useful method for him to deal with any guilt that may have been generated from his
wrong-doing.
5) The restitution sanction should result In a more positive response from
members of the comnunity toward the offender. The offender should be perceived as
a person who has committed Illegal acts and is attempting to un-do his wrong and
not be viewed as either "sick", "sinful", or "Irretrievably Immoral".
Victim Compensation
While the rehabilitation of the offender is the primary social objective of
restitution programs, programs of victim compensation are clearly directed toward

the restoration of economic loss sustained by victims of violent crimes. The
perpetrators of crimes are seldom Involved In victim compensation programs and,
with the exception of only Isolated Instances, the conviction of an offender is
not a pre-requisite for receiving compensation benefits. Compensation programs
parallel other forms of social Insurance and are publicly administered programs
to spread the risk of criminal victimization over the entire population.
Two primary rationales have been stated for victim compensation programs the obligation of the state rationale and the social welfare rationale.
The obligation of the state position argues essentially that along with the
monopolization by the state of the policing authority and the absorption of the
Interests of the victim in the criminal justice proceedings, the state incurs a
responsibility to protect Its citizens from crime. When this responsibility is
not fulfilled, the state then has the obligation to compensate citizens who are
victimized. (Wolfgang, 1965) In contrast to this position, the social welfare
rationale argues that the conditions of modern living Involve certain grave risks,
the economic costs of which should be shared among the population and not left to
be borne entirely by the victims. Just as the cost of old age, disability, unemployment and Industrial accidents are distributed widely and not left to be borne
entirely by the victims of these conditions, so It Is argued, should the cost of
criminal victimization be widely shared. From this argument, victim compensation
programs are seen as resting upon the social welfare Interests of the state In
providing a degree of protection to citizens through the use of the taxing
authority to share the economic costs of criminal victimization. (Schultz, 1965)
Despite the logic of the obligation of the state argument, It has not been
operationalized or accepted as the underlying rationale for any victim compensation
program. All present victim compensation schemes rest upon the social welfare
principle and, with a few minor exceptions, are limited to compensating victims of
violent crime. No modern nation developed a victim compensation program until the
social welfare functions of the state were firmly established in other areas of
public social policy.
The genesis of modern crime victim compensation programs lies in the work of
Margaret Fry, the British penal reformer, whose article published in the London
Times on July 7, 1957 stimulated a parliamentary debate. (Fry, 1957) Influenced
by the activity In England, New Zealand enacted legislation In 1963 and was
followed by Great Britain whose program was established by White Paper in 1964.
California in 1965 and New York State in 1966 enacted crime victim compensation
programs. Subsequently, crime victim compensation programs have been enacted In
twenty three common law jurisdictions including four Australian and eight Canadian provinces and eight states. 1
With a few minor exceptions, crime victim compensation programs are limited
to losses sustained because of physical Injury resulting from criminal victimization. The focus Is on victims of violent crime rather than property victims.
Economic losses are usually covered Including costs of medical services, loss of
wages, reduction in earning capacity, and miscellaneous out-of-pocket expenses.
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Additionally, nine jurisdictions provide for awards because of pain and suffering;
In the United States, however, only Hawaii provides for pain and suffering awards.2
In Jurisdictions which permit compensation for pain and suffering, the usual pattern
is to place a clear limitation on these awardp. Most Jurisdictions provide a maximum payment ranging from $1,000.3 to $17 5 ,0 0 0q; the usual maximum Is $10,000 or
$15,000. Eligibility is extended to actual crime victims as well as dependents
especially If the victim is incapacitated or killed. Victims of intra-family crimes
are usually not eligible for compensation and most compensation authorities have the
power to deny or reduce an award If they determine that the victim was partially
responsible for the victimization; the English scheme extends the concept of victim
culpability to Include character and way of life. Some Jurisdictions require a
means test to be eligible for victim compensation; the trend, however, Is clearly
away from use of a means test which Is not found In later legislation in the United
States. Victim compensation programs are usually administered by a board or tribunal which has been specifically established to administer the program; exceptions
to this pattern are found In Massachusetts and North Ireland which vest decision
making power with the first level of criminal trial courts.
Victim compensation programs provide a viable social mechanism for spreading
economic losses sustained by victims of violent crime.
Given the high proportion
of violent crimes experienced by persons In lower social economic status, these
programs are likely to serve those of greatest need.
Crime victim compensation
programs do not excessively duplicate other insurance benefits which are usually
carried against property losses. Where collateral payments exist, most compensation
schemes provide for deducting these payments from the compensation awards. Victim
compensation schemes provide social security against the threat of criminal victimization - a threat which annually Increases and disproportionately effects persons
In the society least able to sustain the economic loss. Concern for the victim of
crime is an appropriate stance for government and should Increase the confidence of
citizenry In the fairness of the criminal justice system. A further potential
benefit lies in the view that as society provides more adequately for Its crime
victims, cries for vengeance directed towards offenders may be reduced, permitting
a more humane and Integrative approach to dealing with both crime offenders and
crime victims.
Sumary and Conclusion
The past ten years have witnessed the beginning development of social policies
and programs designed to restore the victim as a significant participant in the
administration of the criminal law. Programs of restitution hold potential for
Integrating the victim into the rehabilitation plan for the offender and crime
victim compensation programs are directed toward sharing the losses sustained by
violent crime. These trends will likely continue and, indeed, additional programs
of service to crime victims are emerging. Special counseling centers are developing
for victims of sex crimes and a number of demonstration projects are being funded
to reduce the hardship experienced by both victims and witnesses as they fulfill
their legally mandated requirements to cooperate with the criminal Justice system
in an effort to secure convictions. The crime victim is a proper object of social
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policy and social programs; hopefully such programs can reduce the sense of
alienation that may exist on the part of both victims and offenders and contribute to a more just society.
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THE DYSFUNCTIONAL DIALECTICS OF THE PRISON
Richard A. Ball
West Virginia University

According to the functionalist perspective, the survival of an
organization is a matter of functions performed. A dialectical framework allows us to deal with the fact that durability is not necessarily
connected with functionality. Organizations may be built on retrogressive accomodations which amount to dysfunctional dialectics. The prison represents an example in that it has developed as a polarity of
commonweal and service organization, and is divided against itself.
The coercive structure results in compliance patterns of an alienative
nature. The basic dialectical units are roles which divide prisoners
by emphasizing power relationships.
Staff authority is weakened by a
process of dialectical retrogressions. The prisoner subculture represents a dialectical defense against threats to individual self-images.
The staff system will tend toward an organizational retrothesis made
up of conflicting role realms of custody and treatment. Logical metacontrol possibilities include permanent external control, organizational revolution or abolition of the organization.

According to the functionalist perspective, the survival of an
organization is a matter of the functions performed. Even the conflict
theorists tend to argue that someone is being served. The essential
difference between the two approaches to institutional analysis
lies in the answers given to the question:
beneficial for whom? Employing a functionalist explanation, Toby (1964) has emphasized the
symbolic functions of punishment as a source of normative affirmation
and group unity, even while recognizing that, from a strictly sociological point of view, no one is completely "responsible" for his own
actions.
Impressed by the durability of the prison in the face of two
centuries of documented failure, Reasons and Kaplan (1975) have recently offered a summary explanation, arguing as follows: "It is assumed that the prison continues to survive because it is functional
for certain segments of society that may be either not served or illserved by alternatives to the prison" (Reasons and Kaplan, 1975:363).
They list as latent functions the maintenance of a crime school, providing pupils for the criminal justice system, the politicization of
the "dangerous classes," self-enhancement of the inmate, provision of
jobs for over 75,000 persons employed in corrections, satisfaction of
authoritarian needs, slave labor, reduction of unemployment rates,
provision of human guinea pigs for research, "do-gooderism," operation
of a safety valve for radical tension-and birth control.
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Much of the functional analysis comes perilously close to an admission that the prisoner is essentially a scapegoat and to a functional justification for treating him in this way. Reasons and Kaplan
(1975:372) conclude as follows:
Taken together, these eleven latent functions, largely
unintended and unrecognized, suggest that abolition of the
prison may not be as certain as some reformers suppose.
Assuming the eventual disappearance of prisons as we know
them today, what would its consequences be for these functions? What can correctional reformers offer as functional
alternatives? Are functional alternatives necessary?
Another possibility is that these institutions may be "reasonable"
Thus, one might take the position that
without being "functional."
prisons are simply part of the prevailing power structure, can be seen
as rational in terms of the class interests of the powerful. This is
the position assumed by most conflict theory. The conclusion, however,
does not follow necessarily from the premises. Despite the prevailing
mythology, power does not confer omniscience. The influential do not
always know where their own interests lie. The truth is that institutions tend to gain a life of their own and can be resistant to the man1
ipulations of the most Machiavellian social strata (Ball, 1971).
We are accustomed as a habit of thought to the inference that, if
someone has acted in a given way, he must have had a "reason" for it.
The functionalist searches for the systemic purpose served while the
conflict theorist tends to search for the special interests served.
Since Freud, however, we have known that these "reasons" may be less
than self-evident, even to the actor himself, and that one's "motives"
may actually do him ill. It has become clearer that many actions are
not "motivated" at all but are rather habitual responses or matters of
social conformity. More importantly, we now have reason to suspect
that a significant proportion of human behavior is "frustrationinstigated," involving highly stereotypical forms of aggression, regression and resignation, and that such behavior approximates as sort
of social fixation (Ball, 1969).2 I wish to suggest that our contemporary correctional systems represent social reactions based to a
greater extent upon frustration than upon motivated self-interest.
Our actions have resulted in dysfunctional organizations; by a process
of reification (Berger and Luckmann, 1966), we have become mental
captives of our own correctional institutions. Paradoxically, the
institutions are even more durable than would have been true if they
had been planned in truly functional terms and more dysfunctional than
would have been the case had they been the result of a classic conflict situation.
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Such a paradox is difficult to deal with in the terms of our
linear logics of "interests" and "functions." It may, however, be approached in dialectical terms. 3 The dialectical framework in its traditional form represents a paradigm of development by which a material
or ideational innovation (thesis) produces a material or ideational
reaction (antithesis) and an integrated combination (synthesis) of both
innovative and reactive tendencies, which then represents an innovation (thesis) triggering the continuation of the dialectical process
of change. Although the dialectical process is not linear, it is, in
its Hegelian formulation, seen as progression, each syntheis representing a transcendence of the paradox created by the opposition of
thesis and antithesis. It is, however, equally possible to accept a
given development as dialectical in nature and to view it as a dialectic of retrogression. Such a developmental sequence begins with
a fundamental schism in which an extant or potential unity is shattered. The fractionated entity is now divided against itself, each
segment negating the possibilities inherent in the other. Rather
than a transcendent synthesis breaking through to a higher level of
development, the result may be a "retrothesis,"a retrogressive accommodation by which the entity involved falls into a less satisfactory functional state. A series of such retrogressions may be
4
described as a process of dysfunctional dialectics.
Paradoxically enough, the process of dysfunctional dialectics may
result in the most durable of institutions, for the durability is a
fundamental consequence of the power rather than the value of the dialectical processes at work. Power and value are independent dimensions
and must not be confused. The prison offers an excellent illustration
of these dynamics. There is considerable evidence to the effect that
correctional facilities are actually aggravating the problems they
were designed to solve. And although one may argue that such facilities are supported because they provide either service or the illusion
of service, is this really sufficient to explain the durability and
rigidity of the venerable institution? A different perspective emerges
from an examination of certain dialectical propositions which may be
derived from recent research. 5
Dialectical Propositions
Dialectical Proposition 1: the prison is a polarity of commonweal
organization and service organization divided against itself. Blau
and Scott (1962) have made a point of the distinction between these two
forms of organization. The distinctive characteristic of the "commonweal" organization is that it is designed with the general public as
"prime beneficiary." Examples of such organizations include the military service and fire departments. A "service" organization, on the
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other hand, is designed to serve a particular segment of society, usually termed the "clients."
Examples include hospitals, schools and
mental health clinics. Other types of organizations such as "mutual
benefit association" (e.g., political parties, unions and clubs) and
"business concerns" (e.g., industrial forms, banks and wholesale or
retail stores) have different prime beneficiaries. The importance of
a taxonomy based on prime beneficiary lies in the fact that organizational performance can be conceived in terms of contributions to the
intended beneficiaries of the organization. The confusion with respect
to prime beneficiary has led to a muddle in functionalist thought regarding the prison.
The historical trend from a view of the deviant as a sinner in
need of expiation through penance in "penitentiary" to his current
designation as a socially damaged individual in need of "rehabilitation" (Barnes and Teeters, 1959:285-264) has led to a shift in the
implied prime beneficiary of the prison. From a formal emphasis on
the protection of the public, we have moved to a formal emphasis upon
the treatment of the offender. From a position which stressed the
right and even the moral duty of the public to balance the scales of
justice through retaliation, we have come to a position which argues
that the purpose of corrections is to provide law-abiding attitudes,
skills and opportunities to the offender. The fact that we have recently begun to swing back toward the former perspective (Jacobs and
Steele, 1975) is another example of the historical oscillation between
the two poles.
Thus one reason for the relative ineffectiveness of the contemporary prison lies in a basic dialectical contradiction still at the
heart of the organization. On the one hand we seek "Justice" through
some balancing of the scales in which the social order is restored by
the symbolic punishment of the offender. This is a deeply rooted impulse; it can be defended as a reaction critical to social integration
(Toby, 1964).
On the other hand, we are moved by urges toward the
"salvation" of the criminal and the idea of his reformation. These
two orientations have always been at odds; they spring from a contradiction between those theories which are "society-oriented" and those
which are "individual-oriented" (Michael, 1973).
as a coercive structure with a primary
Dialectical proposition 2:
goal of order and with compliance patterns of an alienative nature, the
prison builds into its internal structure a "boomerang" effect of noncooperation and active resistance (Etzioni, 1961:3-39). Here we have
another clear example of the dysfunctional dialectics by which coercive policy calls forth resistance, necessitating additional coercion.
With each escalation, attention is deflected from the treatment goals
and the possibility of rehabilitation is reduced. One result is an
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organizational decension into a thesis-antithesis relationship between
the staff structure (formal thesis) and the opposition of the prisoner
subculture (informal antithesis).
Dialectical proposition 3: the basic dialectical units of the
Prisoner subculture are "social types" or roles (GarritV, 1961) which
divide Prisoners b emphasizing power relationships centering around
the significant aspects of prison life (McCorkle and Korn, 1954).
Since the most significant aspects of prison life revolve around sexual,
material and status deprivations (Cloward, 1960), it follows that roles
will evolve in terms of these deprivations. Furthermore, since the organization is fundamentally coercive we would expect the deprivations
to be handled in terms of alienative responses emphasizing power (Etzioni, 1961). This combination appears to account for the sexualization of roles within the prison and the fact that they are differentiated on the basis of aggression and domination (e.g., "Wolf,"
"punk," and "fag"). It also accounts for the stress on economic roles
which focus upon providing relief from material deprivation (e.g.,
"merchant," or "peddler") and political roles (e.g., "con politician")
which operate to circumvent and manipulate the officially dominant
staff system (Sykes, 1958). Other roles (e.g., "right guy" or "real
con") also develop in connection with status scarcity and are awarded
to those who support the informal antitheses although they may not take
an active antithetical role. These are the dialectics of a "zero-sum"
game in which no essential progress is possible or of a "negative-sum"
game in which the total system actually loses. The sociopolitics of
deprivation states tend to produce retrogression rather than "positivesum" games in which cooperative effort produces a resource base for
personal and systemic advance (Boulding, 1970). Such a system is a
6
model of dysfunctionality.
Dialectical proposition 4: staff authority is weakened by Aprocess of dialectical retrogressions. The denial of staff legitimacy
means that both treatment and custody staff are faced with immediate
and significant problems of control (Cloward, 1960). In such a situation, one may usually resort to a combination of positive and negative
sanctions. The structure of the prison, however, tends to reduce
these possibilities to insignificance. Few privileges are available
for use as rewards, and punishment is less effective in a situation
in which the basic social sanctions have already been imposed. This
results in a "corruption of authority" based on the formation of negative reciprocities (Sykes, 1958). The negative reciprocities become
vested interests to those involved, and both prisoners and staff employ
a variety of techniques to maintain the truce. The existence of these
accommodations actually represents an organizational "retrothesis" by
which some prisoners control large parts of the organization to their
own personal ends. Although these negative reciprocities provide the
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organizational basis for a precarious equilibrium (McCleery, 1961), the
fact is that the organization has maintained itself by a process of
negating itself.
Dialectical proposition 5: the prisoner subculture represents a
dialectical defense against threats to individual self-images (Sykes
and Messinger, 1960). Given the nature of the dialectical relationship
between individual and society by which both are constituted, this
rejection is particularly threatening to the prisoner's self-image.
Candid self-evaluation is very difficult at best, but the prisoner is
being pushed through a painful period of personal dissonance as he
gropes toward new ways of relating to himself and others. He finds
himself at one of those crisis points which punctuate the continuing
dialectics of the life cycle (Erickson, 1963). The prisoner subculture provides a convenient escape for this dilemma, a basis for maintenance of the less developed self through a dialectical relationship
with an antithetical prisoner system. Here one finds some protection
from the physical and psychological dangers of prison life and can hold
together a retrogressive identity built around rejection of and opposition to the conventional system (McCorkle and Korn, 1954). In short,
the dialectics of the organization function in such a way as to put the
self-systems of prisoners under great pressure with one way out--a form
of "personal retrothesis." The prisoner's personal problems may become
much more serious than they were before he entered the system.
Dialectical proposition 6: the staff system will tend toward an
organizational retrothesis made y2 of conflicting role realms of custody and treatment (Garrity, 1961). In terms of selection, training
and allocation of responsibility, custodial staff usually emphasize
the commonweal functions of social defense while the treatment staff
is organized to stress client service and rehabilitation. The two
contradictory ideologies are projected from the larger society and
polarized within the walls. Both structures then close upon themselves. The process of dysfunctional dialectics is apparent in the
rigidity of reactions to environmental input, which typically include systematic denial of feedback, "tightening up" the system, harassing the bearers of bad news, administrative obfuscation, and "firefighting" from one crisis to the next (Michael, 1973). Seen in a
dialectical framework, the organization appears to be locked in its own
internal antagonisms.
Conclusion
The propositions outlined above are meant to convey forcefully
the point that the prison is a complex social system fostering dialectical processes which are essentially dysfunctional. The prison is a
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special case in that negative consequences dominate positive consequences to the extent that the system is a model of dialectical dysfunctionality and organizational failure. What is particularly interesting is the unusual durability of this organization. It is difficult
to account for on the basis of arguments that survival depends upon
functionality. Instead, it appears that the most dysfunctional aspects
of an organization maybe especially ridand durable.
The rigidity of prison organization can be traced to power of the
dialectical processes at work rather than to the integrative value of
the processes. The staff struggles to maintain sufficient control over
prisoners so that day-to-day operation is possible. Custody and treatment staff constantly maneuver for control of the formal organization,
and prisoners find it advantageous to seek and hoard power within the
informal system. Each group tends to deny legitimacy to the ends and
means of the others, making cooperation difficult. Accommodation
within these organizational structures then becomes a matter of countervailing power and socially negotiated reciprocities based on defense of vested interests rather than positive goals. Power is a primary concern and is mobilized with little regard for questions of
functionality.
Under the circumstances, one is less surprised to discover the extent to which few of the various factions really hold the values they
profess. Studies of the prisoner subculture suggest that the system is
based neither on long-term goals nor internalization of the expressed
values and that violations of the "code" are common when there is an
advantage to be gained. While less attention has been given to staff
behavior, the problems of morale, high turnover, prevalence of various
forms of "corruption" and other indicators point to low levels or functional commitment (Ball, 1975). In its extreme forms the prison sometimes resembles an institutionalized "state of nature", a Hobbesian
world where as some prisoners say, "It's every man for himself." Few
of the advantages that normally accrue from institutionalized cooperation may be observed in this form of organization.
Although we have some notions of the factors which inhibit innovative programs and make for rigidity of correctional systems (Grosser, 1960), these descriptions have not yet been integrated into a
theoretical position. The problem becomes much clearer in terms of a
dialectical approach. It can be seen that any changes (theses) at one
point in the system (e.g., a new warden, an innovative educational program, or introduction of a promising treatment technique) will be met
by counteractions (antitheses) in other parts of the system and that
the product of these dysfunctional dialectics is a system retrogressively locked in upon itself. The prison, both for prisoners and for
staff, is a place of defensive institutional norms and of behavior
rooted in frustration rather than orientation to future goals. Policies

and practices which have evolved from such frustration-instigated beOnce organized,
havior tend to become exceptionally rigid (Ball, 1968).
the system functions to reduce innovative (risk-taking) behavior (Ball,
1971).
Dysfunctional dialectics may be operationally defined as situations in which organizational counterreactions tend to be more numerous,
more powerful and more rigid than usual. Under such circumstances, flexibility and adaptation is doomed. The charismatic warden, the innovative educator, or the counselor with a novel technique will usually be
"pulled back into line" by these "stabilizing" forces.
Furthermore,
since these defensive behaviors are an outgrowth of environmental pressure, and since additional problems increase the pressure, it follows
that the more serious the problems confronting the organization (e.g., a
large population, public animosity, inadequate budget, low staff morale,
punitive programs, etc.) the more difficult will it be to effect the
response necessary to progress.
What is to be done? It is at this point that the essential difference between a functional analysis and a dialectical analysis results in a totally different set of implications. The functional approach, impressed by the fact of organizational durability, concludes
that some latent systemic purposes are being served and, therefore,
that change must be viewed with suspicion. Even if dysfunctionality
is admitted, the approach offers little in the way of suggestions for
change. The dialectical approach, on the other hand, traces system
durability to the power of convergent processes, making no assumption
about the rationality or functionality of the processes. If the ensuing analysis indicates a balance of dysfunctionality, the framework
The notion of
suggests a means by which change may be implemented.
dysfunctional dialectics suggests an extrasystemic approach.
If that organization which is most dysfunctional and most in need
of change is the least likely to be modified from within, we must focus
upon a combination of efforts which will reduce extrasystemic pressures
on the organization. Only when these pressures have been sufficiently
relieved is it possible to escape the vicious circle of dysfunctional
In terms of our theory, the next step would involve the
dialectics.
design and introduction of a set of "metacontrols" capable of dealing
with the organizational resistance and the intrenched pattern of dysfunctional reciprocities within a system. The logical metacontrol
possibilities include (1) permanent external control, (2) organizational revolution or (3) abolition of the organization.
The first of these metacontrols is possible only under circumstances where public officials can cooperate with community representatives to insure an organization subject to continuing external input.
This alternative represents a logical possibility but a sociological
improbability. The history of prison reform is the story of the reform is the story of the repeated failure of such efforts.

The second alternative might involve a movement to an open organization. The system would be treated as an information-processing operation which develops and administers decisions rather than as a production unit which manufactures "output" in the form of rehabilitated
prisoners (Michael, 1973:10). The models for these newer forms are
now available, but they make social psychological demands which necessitate the development of greater interpersonal competence among correctional personnel. The organization designed for adaptability
through open information-processing has been described by Bennis and
Slater (1968) as an "organic-adaptive" model. It requires that a
certain degree of uncertainty and role ambiguity be accepted as characteristic of the "real world," that "error-embracing" rather than
error avoidance or error denial be rewarded, and that informationsharing, full feedback and "boundary spanning" be designed into the
organization (Michael, 1973). Specific modifications include "Job
enlargement," "positive controls," "decision rules," "leadership expansion" (Argyris, 1964:275), the systematic use of "devil's advocates" (Janis, 1972), information disclosure, and programs which foster
public participation (Bennis and Slater, 1968). The transition is toward "synergistic" forms which provide a matrix for "positive-sum"
games in which all organizational "players" gain (Boulding, 1970:25).
Some of the principles underlying a new model have been described by Steele and Jacobs (1974) in their discussion of "autonomous"
correctional systems of small size, small staff and a minimum of "professional treaters." Although half-way houses, work-release programs
and probation subsidies appear to represent steps toward the abolition
alternative, the possibilities of organizational revolution may be illustrated by the C-Unit Project at California's Deuel Vocational Institution (Studt, Messinger, and Wilson, 1968). Here it must be emphasized that the C-Unit experiment produced the conclusion that even
a relatively successful program will tend to "succumb to pressures
for functional integration with other units' demands by the hierarchical prison system" (Steele and Jacobs, 1974:159). The fate of this and
other radically innovative experiments illustrates both the problem inherent in a piecemeal approach and the importance of the matacontrol
concept.
As to the alternative of abolition, it is worth more consideration.
Even now many students of the prison feel that incareration is necessary for perhaps less than fifteen per cent of those now imprisoned.
For these prisoners, smaller organizations of a clearly commonweal
character and custody emphasis may offer the only organizational solution. Power must be held by staff, but prisoners must have their
rights protected by rigorously legal grievance procedures. There is
little more to offer. The radical nature of the proposal will
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undoubtedly postpone any implementation, but it is interesting that
the "ideal prison" is a concept so little understood as to appear as
a semantic contradiction. Where a functional approach tends to reinforce a conservative position with respect to the abolition of such
a venerable institution as the prison, a dialectical treatment suggests
that this alternative may offer the ultimate solution to the Gordian
knot it represents. Whatever is done, we must face the facts created
by the dysfunctional dialectics to which the organization is inherently prone.
Footnotes
1

Linear logic assumes a chain reaction moving in a straight line.
Location of the "cause" explains the existence of a given institution.
With a functionalist approach in which the "functions" are treated as
both institutional source and end, the logic leads toward an implicit
Berger and Luckmann (1966) have analyzed this inferential
justification.
Scapegoating is facilitated by
sequence as a process of reification.
such logic. Conflict theory is equally guilty, however, since the usual
approach tends to locate the "cause" in some vested interest, substituting a scapegoating of the wealthy and powerful for logical analysis.
2

The distinction between 'motivation-instigated" and "frustrationinstigated" behavior is itself an example of a dialectical approach.
The first form of behavior, induced through a learning process, is
flexible, adaptive and goal-directed. The second form of behavior, induced by stress, is a defensive reaction characterized by extreme
rigidity. Either form may be institutionalized (Ball, 1968).
3

Dialectics is frequently and mistakenly identified with conflict
theory, largely because of Marx. It must be remembered, however, that
the method as employed by Hegel has been the basis for a sociopolitical
conservatism. The method can be applied from either perspective. Van
den Berghe (1963) has specifically suggested that the dialectical method
might be employed as a means to deal xwith the limitation characteristic.
Method is in sone ways less precise than causal analysis, but it shows
promise of valuable application, especially to the explication of
historical "negative cases" such as the prison. It is hoped that the
present simplified treatment may succeed in a demonstration of theoreand practical advantages to be gained through a dialectical
tical
approach.
4As Galtung (1961) has pointed out, the prison is an "organizaWe can attempt to make the dilemma understandable by
tion of dilemma."
locating "latent functions" or by blaming vested interests, but both of
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these approaches avoid confrontation with the dilernas themselves.
In defense of the dialectical method, Perinbanayagam (1971) has
emphasized Burke's insight that "what we want are not terms that avoid
ambiguity, but terms that lead to the strategic spots at which ambiguities neccesarily arise." A dialectical approach will necessarily
introduce such terms. The language of the dialectic may irritate
those who suffer neologisms badly, but it is no more obscure than the
language of fuctional analysis or the rhetoric of conflict theory; it
cannot be
denied on that account.
5

1t will be apparent that the propositions to be discussed are most
applicable to the prison in its ideal-typical state. The author, experienced in a variety of correctional settings, is sensitive to the diversity
of these organizational forms. Nevertheless, the propositions which
follow appear to be applicable to the correctional institutions generally.
Research shows variation in the mode of manifestation, but the basic
patterns are common, with variations essentially a matter of degree.
6The concepts of the "zero-sum," "negative-sum," and "positivesum" interactions, derived from game theory, are easily integrated
into a dialectical framework. These concepts permit us to make the
necessary distinction between an organization which is functioning and
one which is functional. Obviously, the former is possible wit out the
latter.
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INTRODUCTION
Whether the deatn penalty should remain as a penalty available in
American criminal law continues to be a subject of controversy among social
scientists, lawyers, the judiciary and the public. While the traditional
areas of debate over whether the death penalty is a deterrent and whether it
is imposed ina discriminatory manner continue to be important issues, the
recent Supreme Court decision (Furman v Georgia, 1972) and subsequent legislation has introduced another dimension: the nature and use of discretion.
Current litigation on the death penalty (Fowler v North Carolina, 1974)
is directed toward a resolution of issues raised by Furman. However, it is
our contention that the results of such efforts will raise a range of policy
questions regarding how discretion can be exercised not only in other parts
of the criminal justice process, but for non-death penalty offenses as well.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the Furman decision and subsequent
legislation and show that the questions raised about discretionary decisions
are questions that are equally applicable to processing all criminal offenses.
FURMAN V. GEORGIA
In June 1972, the Supreme Court, by a five-to-four decision, ruled that
"the imposition and carrying out of the death penalty in these cases constitutes cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eight and Fourteenth
The three petitioners referred to in
Amendments" (U.S. Reports, 1972:238).
one had been convicted of a felony murder, while
the decision are black;
the other two had been convicted of rape.1
Because the concurring and dissenting justices filed separate opinions,
and none joined in the opinion of any other, the scope and consequences of
the Furman decision are not completely clear. However, the opinions of the
concurring Justices suggest that the death penalty constitutes cruel and unusual punishment because it is imposed infrequently and under no clear standards. Justice Brennan, for example, concluded that procedures have not been
"constructed to guard against the totally capricious selection of criminals
Justice White indifor the punishment of death" (U.S. Reports, 1972:295).
cated that the death penalty is imposed so infrequently that "the threat of
execution is too attenuated to be of substantial service to criminal justice"
Focusing on the lack of clear standards, Justice
(U.S. Reports, 1972:313).
Stewart simply concluded "that the Eight and Fourteenth Amendments cannot

1

The convictions and sentences were affirmed, Furman v. State, 225 Ga. 253,
Jackson v. State, 225 Ga. 790, 171 S.E. 2d 501
167 S. E. 2d 628 (1969);
SW. 2d 932 (Tex. Ct. Crim. App. 1969).
Branch v. State, T
(1969);
_61,9-

tolerate the infliction of a sentence of death under legal systems that
permit this unique penalty to be wantonly and so freakishly imposed" (U.S.
Reports, 1972:310).
Justices Marshall and Douglas indicated that the lack of clear standards in jury sentencing may provide opportunities for the discriminatory
imposition of the death penalty. Giving juries "untrammeled discretion"
to impose a sentence of death, Justice Marshall concluded, was "an open
invitation to discrimination" (U.S. Reports, 1972:365).
Commenting on the
opportunities for discrimination against minorities, the poor and powerless,
Justice Douglas states "thus, these discretionary statutes are unconstitutional in their operation. They are pregnant with discrimination and discrimination is an ingredient not compatible with the idea of equal protection
of the laws that is implicit in the ban on 'cruel and unusual' punishment"
(U.S. Reports, 1972:256,257).
In addition to invalidating all the death penalty statutes that left
sentencing to the unfettered discretion of the judge or jury, the Furman
decision led to the reversal of 631 death sentences (Davis, 1974).
In the
three years since the Furman decision, 34 state legislatures have enacted
new statutes authorizing the death penalty.
SUBSEQUENT LEGISLATION:

"MANDATORY" AND "GUIDED DISCRETION" STATUTES

Although the Supreme Court apparently found standardless judge or jury
discretion in imposing the death penalty constitutionally impermissible, it
left open the question of what form of the death penalty, if any, was constitutionally acceptable. The lack of clarity in the Furman decision is reflected in the thrity-four new statutes which purport to meet the constraints imposed by the Supreme Court decision;
none of the new statutes is identical,
although differences among some of them are negligible (Salkin, 1974).
The new death penalty legislation has resulted in statutes that can be
divided into two broad categories;
"mandatory" and "guided discretion".
"Mandatory" statutes prescribe the imposition of a death sentence upon conviction for certain usually narrowly defined crimes.
Idaho, for example,
provides that every person found guilty of first degree murder shall suffer
death. First degree murder is defined as all premeditated murder, murder
of an on-duty law officer, or murder by a person already convicted of first
or second degree murder (Legal Defense Fund, 1973).
It is not clear if current statutes reviving mandatory death penalty sentencing, which was abandoned by nearlyall the states in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries will meet constitutional objections. Historically, the
abandonment of mandatory sentencing occurred because it was believed to produce "jury nullification"--a refusal or lessened readiness by juries to convict (Bowers, 1974).
Such a possibility remains with new mandatory statutes-,
leading Chief Justice Burger to comment in dissent: "Real change could clearly be brought about if legislatures provided mandatory death sentences in
such a way as to deny juries the opportunity to bring in a verdict on a lesser
charge. Under such a system, the death penalty could only be avoided by a
verdict of acquittal.
If this is the only alternative that legislatures can
safely pursue under today's ruling, I would have preferred that the Court opt
for abolition" (U.S. Reports, 1972:401).
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Consideration like the above may have led legislatures to enact statutes
which attempt to guide discretion by providing a list of aggravating and sometimes mitigating circumstances to be used by the court in deciding whether
Except for the offenses of treason and
the death sentence is to be imposed.
aircraft hijacking for which a mandatory death penalty is imposed, the Georgia
It
death penalty statute belongs among the "guided discretion" statutes.
specifies that for the offenses of rape, murder, armed robbery and kidnapping,
the death sentence may be imposed by the trial judge or jury only if the sentencer finds at least one aggravating circumstance (Salkin, 1974).
Using a bifurcated trial to decide separately the issues of guilt and
sentence, the statute specifies that at the pre-sentence hearing "the judge
shall consider or include in his instructions to the jury to consider, any
mitigating or aggravating circumstances otherwise authorized by law and any
of the following aggravating circumstances which may be supported by the
For offenders convicted of rape, murder,
evidence" (Salkin, 1974:17-18).
armed robbery or kidnapping, a partial list of aggravating circumstances
include a prior record of a capital felony, a substantial history of serious
assaultive criminal convictions, the murder of a judicial officer, district
attorney, solicitor, peace officer, corrections employee or fireman during
the course of their occupational duties, and the commission of rape, murder,
armed robbery or kidnapping in the course of committing another felony (Salkin,
1974).
It is somewhat difficult to understand how this statute is equitably
administered. While aggravating circumstances are listed, no mitigating
Further, even if the jury finds aggravating
circumstances are provided.
circumstances, it is not compelled to make a "recommendation of death' (Legal

Defense Fund, 1973).
THE FURMAN DECISION AND SENTENCING
The most important observation drawn from the material is that interpretations of the Furman decision do not center on discrimination against a
particular group; rather, the objection is to a sentencing procedure. The
basic objection is to a standardless discretionary sentencing decision, characterized as having arbitrary and discriminatory results.
It would appear that there are important similarities between the discretionary sentencing decisions objected to in Furman and the discretionary sentencing decisions currently in use to impose a-variety of criminal sanctions.
For death penalty and non-death penalty cases the discretion of the sentencing
Reviews of the
agent is only broadly constrained by statute or not at all.
research literature on the sentencing emphasize the variability among judges
and variability of sentences for similar offenses (Adler and Riedel, 1968;
Many of the studies reviewed also
Riedel and Adler, 1969; Green, 1961).
indicated arbitrariness and discrimination in sentencing.
In objecting to what he regards as nearly unbounded discretion, Frankel
(1972) has indicated that there is relatively little agreement among sentencers as to what the relevant criteria for sentencing are or should be.
There are, he suggests, "curbstone notions" such as seriousness of the offense
or prior record which are meant to serve as guidelines, but the unequal sentences for similar offenses and offenders suggests little consensus about
these guidelines.

Ac!_

If there are similar concerns about the exercise of sentencing discretion for death penalty and non-death penalty cases, it is reasonable
to suppose that the outcome of litigation with regard to the death penalty
will have an impact on policy and possibly the direction of litigation
regarding sentencing discretion for other offenses. In concluding his
comments about sentencing and the Furman decision, Frankel states:

I repeat my intention to resist speculation in the field of
constitutional law. Reluctantly turning from the capital
punishment decision, I merely register the view that the
central point about whimsical and unequal sentencing is in
principle germane in non-capital cases. This could mean
one day that the Supreme Court might deem itself constrained
finally to move more broadly, on constitutional grounds,
against the kinds of "wanton and freakish" disparities I (and
so many others) have deplored (Frankel, 1972:104).

"MANDATORY" AND "GUIDED DISCRETION" AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
As important as the Furman decision may be in a possible reevaluation
of sentencing discretion, its major impact may be a consequence of subsequent legislation of mandatory and guided discretion death penalty
statutes. In that context, death penalty statutes raise questions about
the exercise of discretion throughout the criminal justice process.
As noted earlier, the legislation of mandatory and guided discretion
statutes represented an effort to remove the arbitrariness and discrimination which were constitutionally objectionable. However, the criminal
justice process from arrest to final disposition involves a series of
interdependent decisions; variations in decisions about the number and
type of offenders at one point constrains and limits the number of choices
available for decisions at other points. Eliminating or reducing discretion
at the sentencing stage can simply serve to shift the locus of discretion
to other decision points, where it produces either arbitrary or discriminatory results.
There is relatively little evidence available to indicate what effect
mandatory death sentences have on pre-sentence and post-sentence decisions.
Comparing the processing of capital cases during a period of mandatory
sentencing and a period of discretionary sentencing, Bedau (1964, 1965)
found that mandatory sentences in Oregon and New Jersey are associated with
lower conviction rates and higher rates of commutation. Similarly, Riedel
(1973) found in Pennsylvania that mandatory sentences were more frequently
commuted than discretionary sentences. In addition, the results indicated
that under mandatory sentences, more black and black felony offenders were
executed (Riedel, 1973). As for the guided discretion statutes, they are
without precedent and we know nothing about their operation.
Black (1974) also concludes that eliminating or reducing discretion at
the sentencing stage shifts the locus of discretion to stages which are at
least as mistake prone and "saturated" with standardless discretion as preFurman sentencing practices. Beginning with decisions to charge, a clearly
discretionary and largely unbounded decision, the prosecuting attorney may
decide the offense in question does not warrant the mandatory death penalty
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and charge a lesser offense. For example, if a mandatory death penalty is
imposed for "recklessly" causing the death of a law enforcement officer,
would it require an elaborate hypothetical argument to show that the killing, not by intention, but "recklessly", might occur in a way that it would
It would
be absurd, as well as cruel, to execute the "reckless" offender?
seem inevitable, Black (1974) suggests, that prosecutors use some common
"Common sense", laudable though it may be in an indisense in charging.
vidual case, is subject to no rule of law, but is exercised arbitrarily.
At the conclusion of the charging process, the next step is frequently
a plea bargaining session between the prosecutor, the defendant and the
At this stage, the defendant is given a choice to
defendant's lawyer.
plead guilty to a lesser charge in exchange for not insisting on a trial.
Such prosecutorial discretion is not subject to any statable rule but is a
critical official choice which can lead to the defendant being tried and
convicted for an offense carrying a mandatory death penalty.
the decision
Black (1974) also examines other discretionary decisions:
as to the degree of guilt, the decision on sentencing and the decision on
clemency. Because of mandatory sentences, critical decisions as to who will
be selected for execution are made at pre-sentence and post-sentence stages
where discretion is unbounded, mistake prone, and standardless (Black, 1974).
What the preceding suggests is that mandatory sentencing makes it impossible to consider the consequences of death penalty sentencing from the
viewpoint of one type of decision; discretion is important as a system
If
property involving the interdependence of discretionary decisions.
mandatory sentencing leads to arbitrariness and discrimination then litigation resulting in more equitable death penalty sentencing must involve
changes in the pattern of discretionary decision making at pre-sentence
and post-sentence stages. Where the latter occurs, it is reasonable to
suppose that it could have a marked effect on the way discretionary decisions can be made about non-capital cases.
The contention that changes in pre-sentence and post-sentence discretion
in processing death penalty offenses is further supported by the critical
view currently taken of discretion. The report of the American Friends
Service Committee (1971) could find no positive function for discretion in
criminal justice and recommended that it be eliminated or greatly reduced.
Reiss, 1971; Wilson,
Numerous studies of police discretion (Skolnick, 1966;
1972), prosecutorial discretion (Grosman, 1969; Newman, 1966), and clemency
(Wolfgang, Kelley, Nolde, 1962) have found that discretionary decisions
follow no statable rule of law and are frequently arbitrary and discriminatory.
Packer (1968:290) noted:

The basic trouble with discretion is simply that it is lawIf police and proless, in the literal sense of that term.
secutors find themselves free (or compelled) to pick or choose
among known or knowable instances of criminal conduct, they
are making a judgement which in a society based on law should
be made only by those to whom the making of law is entrusted.
For the rough approximation of community values that emerges
from the legislative process there is substituted the personal
and often idiosyncratic values of the law enforcer.
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CONCLUSIONS
This analysis of the implications of the Furman decision criminal
justice leads to two alternatives. Supposing that subsequent litigation
on the death penalty leaves the current interpretation of the Furman
decision largely unchanged: standardless discretion exercised in imposing the death penalty is constitutionally impermissible. Minimally,
this result should stimulate a consideration of guidelines regarding
sentencing discretion in non-capital cases.
If what is at issue is the
criteria by which sentencing decisions are made, death penalty and nondeath penalty cases are subject to the same criticisms.
Alternatively, suppose that litigation leads to changes in death
penalty sentencing in a way which reduces, constrains or eliminates
pre-sentence and post-sentence discretion. Given the present climate
of skepticism about the uses of discretion, it is difficult to understand how such a result in death penalty litigation would not provide
a basis for challenging present implicit and subjective approaches to
sentence and post-sentence discretion for non-capital offenses. Either
alternative in the area of death penalty litigation provides a basis
for demanding far reaching changes in discretionary decision making in
criminal justice.
Of course, one way to avoid the consequences of either alternative
is to consider the death penalty a "unique" sanction in that it is
irreversible. Under that assumption, abolition may be the appropriate
decision because the machinery of the state for condemning and executing
men may be so fallible that whatever procedures are instituted for avoiding mistakes, they are altogether insufficient.
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Operatina Philosophy
The sought after concept of "socialized justice" toward
which we aspire will hopefully emerge a reality in the Twentieth
Century. The pendulum swings from the public's indignation and
outrage toward the violent and heinous crimes of our times to
the advance of modern correctional methods and techniques stimulated by changing social forces and federally funded programs;
the humanization of our prisons, facilities and field services
is the result. Gains are being made which are beginning to be
felt, in which prescribed treatment programs tailored to meet
the needs of the individual are beginning to pay dividends. This
advance speaks to two basic premises inherent in the socialized
justice concept: that persons caught up in the criminal justice
system (1) possess dignity as individuals; and (2) are capable
of change. Implicit in this is the idea that what happens
during the person's period of incarceration should be determined by his assessed needs rather than by the category of
crime he conmmitted.
Probably the most critical factor in determining the outcome for or against socialized justice will be the ability and
sufficiency of professional manpower to administer and deliver
the varied therapeutic programs now available to the field of
*

When this paper was written, Mr. Werner was Commissioner of
the Bureau of Correction in Penna. and Dr. Kaslow was serving
as a Staffing Training Specialist for the Bureau in conjunction
with her teaching assignment at Hahnemann.

corrections. For the first time in the history of corrections,
it is now possible, with access to funds, to secure competent
and skilled workers, and to win public support for qualified
and highly motivated professionals to make a definitive assault
on what has been an unbelievably antiquated, punitive, politically
oriented, apathetic, inept and ineffective correctional system.
There has been an estrangement of corrections and social
work since the days of Mary Richmond in the first two decades
of this century. Often social work turned its back upon the
delinquent and criminal, once he was prosecuted and cast into
the correctional system. Similarly, corrections failed to come
forward with any outcry for support from the social work profession. The fact is that today, corrections emerges as a
just cause for social concern within the context of civil rights
and humanistic psychology. Add to this money in its coffers
and it becomes clear why corrections is appealing to social
work to the point where it could assume its rightful position
in this area of human service. Practitioners are being increasingly attracted to the field and its dimensions of institutional services, treatment, supervision, management,
training, research and administration. Recent advances in the
criminal justice field by social work can be attributed to
individuals who have made the breakthrouqh and carried in the
discipline, rather than to a concerted effort on t-eparft of
the profession to concern itself with this area of human crisis
and suffering.
Legal Versus Behavioral Constructs
One of the real dilemmas in pursuing the problem of crime
and corrections has been the fact that we have never really
focused, in any sustained way, our attention upon the offender the perpetrator of crime, and his behavior. We have instead
been preoccupied with the legal process of dealinq with him in
police stations, courts and correctional institutions. What
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attempts we have made to chanae him have been within the legal
constructs of the sentencing structure, rather than within a
behavioral framework of understanding the psychosocial aspects
of his malfunctioning. It will be necessary for corrections
personnel to comprehend this and make a commitment to change
this before any real inroads can be made upon the causes of
the crime problem; that is, the offender himself Ond the conditions which serve as a breeding ground for him!' Society
has found it all too easy to attempt to regulate or control
crime by changing the sentencing structure; by following the
delusional path that longer sentences will serve as a deterrent; by rationalizing that if just a little bit harsher
punishment were inflicted the problem behavior would somehow
be "corrected."
The behavioral approach takes into account the
whole man; the legalistic takes into account only
his offending act. To become operative, socialized
justice must provide the flexibility 2 to allow for
work with the individual's behavior.
Roles for Social Workers in this Changing Scene
The Therapeutic Community

'

For any kind of rehabilitative efforts to be effective with
prison populations, interventions must be potent enough to cut
into the characteristic patterns of thinking and acting of the
offender; new options can be introduced, considered and utilized;
and better, more pro-social behaviors adopted. Since many
residents fall into the diagnostic category variously called
"sociopathic", "psychopathic", "character disorder" or more
recently "personality disorder", we know that they have been
severely deprived from early infancy, that they exhibit much
impulse ridden behavior, that they frequently feel empty and
inadequate, and that the feigned bravado masks a depressive
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nucleus in the personality structure. 3 Another sizable,
though to a much smaller extent, group of inmates are clearly
"psychotic"-- their sense of reality is distorted and their
bizarre behavior is often exacerbated by the conditions of
confinement. Since both groups share the tendency to project
the blame for their current imprisoned status on (1) their
family background; (2) the community; (3) their accuserst
(4) the police and/or court; and since almost all prisoners
seem to delude themselves into a belief in their own innocence;
few prisoners in these categories express the desire for or
seek out treatmint--a relationship and process whlch Implicitly
plceT responsibility for one's actions, growth and change
clearly on the self. They manifest problems of relating to
anyone in authority, no matter how rational and warranted the
use of authority may be.
Human behavior can be profoundly influenced by the
court sentence and it is in the context of this
authority that a good correctional therapist works.
He uses the authority inherent in the sentence to
help bring about change in his client...
When an atmosphere conducive to treatment, broadly conceived, is established and when it becomes normative and exceptional, the literature reveals that great strides have been
made by individual offenders and that recidivism rates have
ultimately been sharply reduced. 5 The therapeutic alliance,
once it is established, provides a sustained relationship with
a dependable, trustworthy adult and this in and of itself introduces a much needed element into the offender's contemporaneous life-space.
In Maxwell Jones' seminal work on the Therapeutic Community,6
he articulates the rationale and process for turning a mental
hospital into a total therapeutic milieu. In such a setting all

staff members serve as part of the treatment team; all transactions should be corrective, considerable and honest; patients
become involved in taking responsibility for sharing in creating
the environment in which they live and in formulatinq the program in which they participate; and the sanctions against unacceptable behavior run high. The authors urge that these
concepts be adopted and modified by direct service staffs of
correctional facilities so that within these residential settings, a therapeutic community can be created for those
prisoners interested in participating. Involvement in this
and other rehabilitation should be voluntary for the residents,
keeping in mind prisoners' rights - particularly the right to
treatment and the right to refuse treatment. In a therapeutic
community, al staff members can work cooperatively and collaboratively, rather than at cross purposes, to bring about
the two major goals of the corrections system--the protection
of society from its dangerous members and to correct--to
modify behavior so that no further anti-social acts are
committed.
To evolve such therapeutic communities would necessitate
a major shift in philosophy and a broad overhall of practice
in most institutions, but the validity of such an approach is
borne out in the literature on such programs as those detailed
by Stirup in Treating the Untreatable on his work with hard7
core offenders at Herstedvester in Denmark and by Groder on
a recent pilot project at the federal penitentiary at Marion,
Illinois, described in "Asklepieion: An Effective Treatment
8
Despite the
Method for Incarcerated Character Disorders,"
tremendous difficulties that would undoubtedly be encountered
in restructuring prison society, the patented gains justify
the effort.
A similar therapeutic conceptualization and orientation is
recommended at all stages of the corrections process - from
the point of apprehension, throuqh adjudication and in all
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correctional facilities.* Every interaction and transaction
between staff members and their charges should facilitate
chanqe in a positive direction.
Direct Service Delivery - Therapeutic Roles
In Pennsylvania we speak of the supoort team in the state
-IonaT---Fficer, the
prisons. This is composed of the cor
counselor and caseworker, and anyone involved with the prisoner
in work, educational and vocational training programs,
psychologists and other therapists treating the particular
inmate. Social work roles in this context, as in institutions
for juveniles and in community treatment centers, would include:
counselor, caseworker, group worker, and group therapist.
Hopefully, programs will be expanded to include marriage
counselinq with the prisoner and his or her spouse during the
six-month period prior to release to raise the level of likelihood that transition back into the marriage (and family)
can be successfully accomplished. Where this is feasible,
qualified social workers can serve as marriage counselors.
Each support and treatment team has a team leader and this
is a function which skilled clinical social workers can
perform interchangeably with professionals from other mental
health disciplines. As team leader, the social worker helps
convey the importance of matchino the treatment modality and
goals to the needs and objectives of the offender, not to
the crime.
Historically, probation and parole have provided important alternatives to incarceration. The roles of probation and parole officers are crucial ones in the life of a
person who is trying to "pull himself together" and "stay out
of trouble." Social workers seem well suited to this role be*

In this paper, the phrases "correctional facilities and correction programs" subsume and include youth study centers,
residential treatment centers for delinquents, other diagnostic
facilities, forestry camps and reformatories, prisons, community treatment centers, and probation and parole.
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cause they are trained in utilizing rational authority
constructively, in serving as role models, in helping clients
learn alternative and better ways of behaving and coping
with external reality situations and internal pressures, in
providing ego supportive treatment, and in familiarizing
the client with and facilitating his use of community resources and services.
The concept of career ladders has permeated most
departments of corrections. One component of good staff
morale is seeing oneself as being able to achieve desired
upward career mobility. In systems where upgrading from
within the ranks is valued, in-service training is a handmaiden of the promotional process. Two aspects of inservice training which can logically devolve upon masters
degree social workers are clinical supervision of B.S.W.'s
and para-professionals and staff trainino specialists to
inaugurate and teach classes in content and skills areas
in which trainees or incumbent staff are weak.
Administrative Roles
The social worker's blend of clinical understanding and
skills, his knowledge of the interrelationship of the individual and society, and his acumen about the workinos of
social systems and bureaucracies, should equip him to serve
in such administrative capacities as: superintendent or
director of a correctional facility (and--of course--deputy
and assistant director); chief of such departments of a
state Bureau of Corrections as Training and Treatment
Services; and when he also possess tremendous energy,
commitment and political know-how, as Commissioner of Correction. In each of these positions, the social worker must
serve as a change agent dedicated to improving and humanizing
the system and educating the community at large to the issues
inherent in criminal justice.
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Community Organization and Development
The dire need for education of the larger society to
prisoners' rights, causes of crime, problems faced by
victims, special dilemmas of the prisoner's family, and
how to help ex-offenders become reintegrated as law-abiding
members of the community is one that must be met. The roles
of information officer and interpretation specialist appear
suitable for social workers gifted in the art of public
relations. Once the groundwork has been laid, the social
worker - community organizer can help citizens mobilize to
serve as volunteers, to be sponsors for prisoners, to get
a neighborhood ready to house a community treatment center,
and to persuade local employers to hire ex-offenders.
A new operational concept and approach, generally
called "community corrections" emerged in the post World
War II era. It became increasingly evident that given a
fairly effective prison system, there is a point in time
during imprisonment when the offender has derived the
maximum benefit that he can from his confinement and that
there will be diminishing returns if he has to remain incarcerated. 9 We have been attempting to develop the skills
and sensitive measuring techniques to identify this "peaking
out", a kind of therapeutic readiness when the inmate has
gained all he can from incarceration and is ready to enter
a different type of program and facility, quite possibly a
community treatment center.
An element contributing to the emergence of community
corrections was the realization of astute practitioners that
just to put the person "back together" was not enough. The
individual also was in need of a receptive environment that
would understand and be willing to assist and support him
before he could experience full rehabilitation. This radical
new endeavor carries as its therapeutic goal the "reintegration"
of the offender back into the community. It places upon the
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field a challenge to develop reception neighborhoods
and necessitates that the community worker become a new
member of the corrections team. This role calls upon the
best skills of community organizers and developers as
they move to assist the heretofore alienated offender.
In this organized community effort the citizen is
called upon to help the professionals find jobs, locate
adequate housing, and find other needed resources for the
ex-inmate. He is called upon to break down social,
religious and cultural barriers which in the past have
blocked the offender's chances of succeeding in the community or at least have crippled him from giving full
expression to his abilities and desire to readjust "on
the street."
One of the real detractors from correcting people
in a large mass prison is the fact that they become lost
in "the faceless crowd" in a too often sterile and desensitizing closed community. Community corrections provides the situation for normalizing, to the maximum extent possible, the regimen of the offender's life and affords the opportunity to utilize the more natural and
meaningful resources which exist in his community. Thus,
instead of establishing isolated special services within
the confines of the facility, we make increasing use of
those services already existing in the community. Instead
of developing separate vocational training and school programs, we utilize the local vocational-technical school or
community college. Instead of in-house chaplaincy and educational services, we encourage the offender to participate
in local church and school programs and thereby generate
non-offender associations.
The following are some axioms which support the rationale
for community corrections:

1. Restraint, whether in the form of physical
custody or some other control, should be used
only to the degree necessary to protect the
public, deter the offender, or contribute to
his treatment. Punishment for its own sake
only reinforces the pattern of criminal behavior.
2. Long-term incarceration should be reserved only
for those dangerous and violent offenders who
cannot be handled safely in the free conmunity
or in community-based facilities.
3. Placing the offender closer to the social,
cultural, and emotional roots of his life
enhances the treatment process, making it more
relevant to the offender's normal life situation.
4. Decentralization of correctional services permits specialized services and meaningful programs to be individually fitted to the needs
of each offender.
5. The "convict" stigma, which psychologically
thwarts attempts at rehabilitation and which is
inherent in the large, prison-type institution,
is less pronounced in community-based corrections.
6. Even though the cost of clinical services is high,
community-based programs are less expensive than
the operation and maintenance of large correctional
institutions. 1 0
Within community corrections, there is a pressing need
for workers possessing community organization and development
skills. One may serve as a generalist or as a specialist
depending upon the size of the correctional organization and
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the community, and perform in roles which vary from that
of a "change agent" influencing public attitudes to providing services for the client in the community. Serving
in the vanguard of community corrections, the worker finds
himself as a professional on the cutting edge of change
at the same time that he is responsible for the delivery
of his professional services.
Social Action
Corrections is at a crossroads. It is moving from
one era to another, both politically and socially. In
its transition it is passing through a crucial staqe, not
unlike the space capsule which when re-enterina the
earth's atmosphere goes through critical atmospheric
changes, as well as through a communication vacuum. Like
any other social system such as the military, the university, the church and the police, it is taking its turn
in coming under the "white light" of public scrutiny.
Corrections is under attack by the "law and order" public the "lock them up and throw the key away" segment; the
"flaming" liberals who advocate "tear down the walls",
the legislature; the judiciary; the unions; and, most
vital, has won the curiosity and interest of "John Q.
Public" himself. All of this calls for strong, tough
professional leadership committed to maintaining that elusive balance between treatment and control. Corrections
experts are expected to help reduce crime. In this, we
have a mandate to protect the community and a responsibility
to help salvage human beings. Control, protection, and treatment are mandates not in conflict nor exclusive of each other.
They are instead, compatible and mutually reinforcing.
The professional worker needs to be involved in social
action, understanding the public barometer and assisting the
public to comprehend and be receptive to the new corrections.
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At this critical juncture, it is a win all or lose all
proposition. Much will depend on the ability of corrections'
staff to exploit the situation for good. Public officials
must be convinced that it is sound politics to get behind
modern, humane correctional practice. It is up to the professional to articulate this practice usinq a valid ethical
rationale. This rationale may be a fiscal one, one for
human betterment or one to control crime.
Professional Leadership
As already indicated, it will take innovative, hiqh
quality professional leadership to turn the tide for social
justice in the Twentieth Century. This leadership must be
responsible for generating the aoals and objectives upon
which progressive policy is based and must be able to
articulate the methods and techniques required to carry out
these policies.
This cadre of leadership must also possess an unshakable
commitment to the socialized justice concept and to educating
the opinion and decision makers, such as legislators, the
judiciary, government officials and citizen leaders in order
to gain sufficient support to ensure program integrity. Those
in the vanguard should provide sufficient research, staff
training and program development to insure the success of this
endeavor. This leadership must be prepared to defend the new
approach against reactionary forces that will appear in the
vestige of legislative investigations, bipartisan political
assaults, and others of the old quard who prefer to have thinqs
remain the way they have traditionally been rather than upset the status quo.
It becomes obvious that there are numerous challenging
and varied roles that social workers can, should and are assumina in corrections during the 1970's. Let us now look at
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what a model graduate school curriculum might contain to
prepare social workers to enter such positions as those
elucidated above.
1I

Curriculum Content

I. Practice Area
A. Generic or multi methods course
B. Specific courses in clinical practice
1. Casework - to include psychoanalytically oriented
practice, ego supportive treatment, behavior
therapy, etc.
2. Group work
3. Group Therapies - to include psychoanalytic
group therapv, sensitivity and encounter
groups, transactional analysis, etc.
4. Marital counseling and family therapy
5. Community organization - to include community education and development, citizen
involvement and planninq
II. Human Growth and Development
A. Psychology
1. Normal growth and development
2. Psychopathology - character disorders, neurosis
and psychosis
3. Sexual deviance
4. Theories of personality - spanning from psychoanalytic theory to existential and humanistic
approaches
B. Sociology of Corrections
1. Theories of causation of delincuent and criminal
behavior
2. Social systems - and other relevant aspects of
social theory
3. The corrections process
C. Racism
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III.

Administration
Supervision and Staff Development
Organizational development - using management
science and industrial psychology literature
C. Theory and practice of administration
D. Serving as a change agent
E. The political process as it affects corrections
F. Public relations
A.
B.

In all of these substantive areas, development of self
awareness, conscious use of the professional self, and professional ethics and values should be fostered and highlighted. Since working with extremely disturbed and dysfunctional individuals is quite anxiety producing and the
real dangers inherent in dealing with impulse ridden, acting
out clients are omnipresent, it might be well to recommend
that students undergo personal therapy in order to auQment
their own insight and integration and to supplement the
didactic learnings with intensive therapeutic experiential
learnings.
Strategies for Change
For Twentieth Century social justice to become a reality,
we will need to continue developing viable strateoies for
change. We must come to understand the phenomena of change
itself, and the mechanisms and ramifications of changes within the correctional structure itself as well as how this will
impact on the larger society. Such strategies must be clearly
enunciated to insure sufficient commitment to chanoe and
internal competence so that the "pilings" of the new correctional
platform will not be washed away by the tides and undercurrents
of social and political change.
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Conclusion
Corrections as an agent of social justice is at
the threshold of the realization of its mandated purpose.
In the midst of conflicting attitudes and ideologies lies
fertile ground for strong, sound professional leadership
to implant social work standards and promulgate its
methods, techniques and ethics. Likewise, the practitioner
now has the opportunity to demonstrate his helpino methods
and techniques through new, expanding as well as traditional
service delivery programs.
The struggle for socialized justice demands attention.
A clear and immediate response to this challenge on the
part of social work will necessitate much dedication and
ingenuity. And corrections will respond. The quid Dro
quo will be the infusion social work will receive from
corrections in the form of increased vigor and virility.
This could be the reward for social work's timely investment.
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INDIGENOUS CORRECTIONAL PARAPROFESSIONALS:
"BOURGEOIS NIGGER OR EMPATHETIC WORKER?"
- A BRIEF POSITION PAPER *
Robert J. Wicks, M.A.
Visiting Professor of Psychology
Institute for the Advancement of Medical Sciences
Cherry Hill Medical Center
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

Employment of paraprofessionals in correctional settings is
no longer considered to be a controversial experiment. Their
involvement in institutional and community-based programs is
expected today. To utilize only professionals such as social
workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, and penologists is considered to be an outdated waste of available personnel. A
number of recent, comprehensive reports have borne this out
(Gartner, 1971; Sobey, 1970; Arnhoff & Rubenstein, 1969; Grosser,
Henry & Kelly, 1969).
Rationales for Use. There are several clear cut reasons
for employing paraprofessionals in the mental health field in
general, and the correctional field in particular. In addition
to the savings afforded by using paraprofessionals to supplement
and extend the work of professionals, minority nonprofessionals
can:
1. Serve as mediators between the institution and the
community.
2. Provide role models for minority clients.
3. Help bridge the communication gap between the system
and the clients.
* Though, as author, I take full responsibility for the form and

content of this paper, I wish to express my appreciation to
Dr. C. Torres-Matrullo for her comments on the first draft.
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Accordingly, it is no wonder then that paraprofessionals
have long been employed in correctional settings.
Probation and Parole. Paraprofessionals (unsalaried) were
utilized as early as 1850 in the United States by John Augustus,
"the Father of Probation" (Carter, McGee & Nelson, 1975). Today, in Japan, salaried probation officers serve mainly as
administrators of a force of paraprofessional volunteers. Kyoto
alone boasts of having one thousand nonprofessional officers
(Hogan, 1971). In doing casework under the supervision of the
regular probation workers, they are able to: expand the quantity
of clinical services available, conserve criminal justice funds,
and (of possibly more importance) demonstrate community interest
in the welfare of the probationers involved.
At Anderson College in Indiana, another study (Clear,
1971) involved students in work at state probation offices.
The goal was to see if less distance - at least in terms of age between paraprofessional workers and probationers would result
in a better client relationship. Former offenders and indigenous
nonprofessionals have been employed in probation activities as
well (Beless, Pilcher & Ryan, 1972; Beless & Pilcher, 1972).
The results were reportedly quite favorable in that they frequently supported the contention that less distance between
client and counselor was an important variable, that is, if
the probationer had more in common with the probation office's
representative, he/she would often have less difficulty in relating to this official.
Correctional Institutions. Institutional settings have
not been exempt from the presence of paraprofessionals either.
In Denmark, for instance, extensive group work has been done by
trained paraprofessionals (Feldman, 1970). Riker's Island,
New York also has lonq used correctional aides as group leaders
(Atlas, 1971) and in various social service roles.
In institutions, as in probation, ex-offenders have been
employed. Project Re-Entry is an example of this (Buckley, 1972).
Project Re-Entry is a program through which ex-offenders
who have "made it" on the outside voluntarily return to
the prison on a regular basis. Their aim is to use their
experience and insights to help men about to be released

to prepare themselves for a variety of problems they
will meet on the outside (pp. 24, 25).
When inmates get the opportunity to see former prisoners
as counselors, the impact can be quite dramatic. It is easier
to believe that one can "make it" in the free community if one
sees living evidence that others from the same background or
situation have done it.
Developing a Program. Due to the reportedly positive
results coming out of the studies cited earlier and numerous
other ones done on utilization of paraprofessionals in the
correctional setting, most penal systems have either initiated
or accelerated existing paraprofessional programs. The savings
in dollars reported by some researchers was obviously one of
the key reasons for this quick move to employ nonprofessionals.
In a progress report on the economic savings resulting from
the use of legal paraprofessionals in Pennsylvania, it was
estimated that the program had saved taxpayers an estimated
$300,000 during the first six months of 1972 (State Correctional Institution at Graterford, 1972).
In the same vein, some administrators in the field believe
they can add numerous paraprofessionals at the same cost of
hiring a few new professionals. Loughery (1969) says "We are
less in need of extra probation officers than we are in need of
a corps of auxiliary workers to spread the effect of the officers
we already have." (p. 247)
However, once administrators began developing a program
for the use of paraprofessionals, they found that a system was
needed for keeping the ones they had. Many of those hired left
after several months or a year, for a number of reasons, including
low salary, poor training, resistance from professionals, and
little chance for advancement or further academic training.
In response to this problem, many correctional planners
looked to the mental health field for a model. Mental health
clinics had more experience in utilizing paraprofessionals particularly in the past decade. Of the steps the mental health
field had found particularly helpful, the ones which seemed
most effective dealt with the processes necessary to make para-674-

professional career plans more attractive and stable. The feeling
by correctional administrators was that corrections then needed to
follow the lead of the overall mental health field by improving
the status of the paraprofessional career plan.
This could be done by taking a number of initial steps in
reorganizing the paraprofessional career ladder so new nonprofessionals could look to a promising future in corrections. Another
change would be to improve the training by exposing the new
trainees to principles and Jargon of psychopathology and psychodynamics, so they can understand and work better in tandem with
the professionals. In other words, in general, offer new paraprofessionals a position where they can see that they will have
opportunities for technical and professional advancement.
To a degree, this approach has been somewhat successful.
Job turnover has decreased, at least correctional paraprofessionals
stay for several years rather than only a few months. Professional
supervisors have begun to report that the nonprofessionals, including indigenous personnel, are becomina "acclimated" to their
positions as well (i.e. professionals are having less problems
with nonprofessionals siding with the inmate population aaainst
staff on issues).
In summary, many correctional administrators had begun to
feel that the steps they had taken to make the paraprofessional
operation a more integral part of the system were quite successful. However, as time qoes on, it appears that such steps are
proving to be a "mixed blessing".
For in developinn a career ladder to help Blacks and other
minority group members to gain access to the correctional system
as treatment agents, the stage has been set for increasing the
distance between the indigenous worker and the inmate. In group
therapy sessions one might hear the inmates refer to their Black
group leader as a "Bourgeois Niager". In social service contacts,
the worker who lived in the neighborhood where he or she was
required to make house visits, may now, three years hence, have
moved to a higher rent district when a promotion and higher
salary made it possible.
What is at issue then is that in giving paraprofessionals
an opportunity to become part of the system, there seems also
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to be a danger of changing them to a point where they will find
it difficult to identify and empathize with the population they
serve, thus obviating the very strength for which they were
originally hired. Since this danger may only apply to certain
minority groups and not others, further research will need to
be done to determine to which group(s), if any, this concern
applies.
However, if research does support the hypothesis that
there is a problem when certain minority group members become
too much a part of the system, what will be the solution?
Certainly, it will not be to remove the career ladder for indigenous nonprofessionals. No one would deny that the correctional system needs more minority group members not only as
treatment agents involved in direct service, but also in supervisory and teaching roles.
Possibly an answer is to reinstitute so-called terminal,
short-term positions. They can be for six months to one year
in length, part time or full time. The only requirement would
be that the person not have worked in the field before. And
that he or she appear in the eyes of the screening panel (which
should have community representation) as someone who is still
in close contact with the population to be served.
There is no doubt that these short-term workers will cause,
and have, the same problems that the original indigenous paraprofessionals had before job advancement plans were introduced.
However, now with a cadre of minority group paraprofessional
supervisors and teachers present to guide them, the problems can
be dealt with more expeditiously.
Just as the seasoned Black ex-offender who has been out
of trouble for ten years has somethina unique to offer an inmate
or probationer, so does the former offender who has been going
"straight" for only a year. Just as the Puerto Rican who after
six years in corrections has been promoted to principal mental
health worker has much to offer the offenders he works with that
is special, so too will the young Puerto Rican who has just
graduated from high school and still lives in a ahetto area.
Consequently, to attract, hire and use on2y those
indigenous paraprofessionals who are expected and encouraged
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to become a part of the system on a long term basis may be a
mistake.. .one that will cause much to be lost from the overall
nonprofessional movement. Accordingly, it would appear useful
to continue to attract young paraprofessionals and ex-offenders
for short term positions so the correctional client can repeatedly find someone who speaks his language.
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POLICE AND SOCIAL WORKERS AS MEMBERS OF NEW CRISIS-MANAGEMENT TEAMS
Karl Schonborn, Ph.D.
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California State University, Hayward

ABSTRACT
[A variety of programs have emerged of late which involve the close collaboration and cooperation of police and social workers in order to deal with family
crises. By pooling their respective skills and resources, police and social workers
hope to respond more effectively to the diverse situations and challenges presented
by family crises.
Several of these programs are reviewed here and one is probed in
depth. Also, various questions are raised regarding some of the possible problems
associated with this kind of collaboration.]

In recent years, police and social workers in a number of cities across the
country have begun to combine and coordinate their efforts in a concerted way. Historically though, this kind of collaboration has been difficult because of the almost antithetical roles, attitudes, and traditions of police and social workers.
What has caused them to set aside their differences to some degree is the fact that
both have concluded they need the other's help in dealing with family crises. (Such
crises usually involve conflicts between married or unmarried partners, conflicts
between parents and children, or conflicts between siblings or other intimates.)
Many police and social workers feel that the challenge posed by family crises compels
them to pool their respective skills and abilities if they are to have a chance of
succeeding.
That family crises present a problem is clear from data provided by the FBI and
other agencies.
To begin with, such crises threaten the police who usually are the
ones who intervene in them. In 1974 for example, crisis calls of this nature were
responsible for the deaths of 22 percent of all the police killed on duty in the US,
and for 28 percent of all the cases of assault upon police (FBI, 1975: 224,233).
Moreover, the situation posing the greatest threat of physical assault for an officer
in 1974 was the crisis call -- where husbands and wives sometimes deflect their
aggression from one another to the hapless officer(s) attempting to quiet them down.
Family crises seriously threaten the participating disputants as well.

Numer-

ous studies have shown that three-fourths of all homicide victims are family intimates or friends or acquaintances of the offender. This is true for three-fourths of
all aggravated assault victims too. Not surprisingly, a large majority of all homicides and aggravated assaults in the US occur in the home.
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Urban police departments allocate about 10 percent of their manpower and budgets for the management of family crises, and this figure rises to around 35 percent if one includes felonies, juvenile problems, suicide attempts, and other calls
for police service which grow directly out of family disputes.
One reason family crises take up so much police time is that police often
have to return to the same families again and again to deal with their fighting.
However, the chronic nature of some family conflicts is precisely what provides the
possibility that something can be done about reducing their severity. A recent study
in Kansas City revealed that there are usually ample opportunities for the police to
change the outcome of serious family conflicts. According to the study, 90 percent
of the family-related homicides and aggravated assaults there took place in homes
where the police had responded at least once before to a disturbance call. And in
over 40 percent of the instances the police had visited the home 5 or more times in
the preceding 2 years (Schwartz, 1975:10). Thus, police have a chance to reduce
family violence if more effective intervention and follow-up procedures can be
developed.
Traditionally the police have been the only human services personnel who can
and will make house calls when most family fights occur -- after 5 pm in the evening. For this reason, most people, especially those in the working class, think of
the police first when they or their neighbors are involved in a serious family fight.
Also, they know what to expect with the police. If they call a social worker or a
psychologist, they are less certain about what they are getting into because of the
more diffuse role definitions of such professionals.
While the police are better prepared than most anyone else to deal with the violence that often explodes during family fights, others may be better equipped to
handle the social and psychological aspects of such situations. This is where social
workers, clinical psychologists, and various mental health professionals come into the
picture. They have begun to contribute their skills at the scene* of family fights
and at police stations where disputants can come for immediate help and crisis
counseling.

*This activity must be distinguished from two similar,but distinctly different,
kinds of activity which mental health workers have been involved in previously. The
first is the ever-growing use of mental health workers to train police in crisis intervention skills. (The trained police then apply their newly acquired skills to the
family crises in which they are called to intervene.) The CUNY Psychological Center
in New York was the first to carry out such training. In 1967, a number of mental
health professionals at the center trained 18 New York City policemen to deal with
family crises in a more effective manner. Since then, several score other police
departments throughout the US have had mental health personnel train some or all of
their officers in crisis management techniques.
The second kind of activity is the older practice of using social workers (or police trained to do casework) in police stations. (See Chwast, 1954.) Such personnel
spend much of their time treating and/or counseling runaways, incorrigibles, and juveniles suspected of felonies. Today, such activities are often part of the burgeoning
number of programs designed to divert youths from the juvenile justice system.
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As joint members of new crisis-management teams, police and social workers have
become involved in a wide variety of programs, some of which will be reviewed here.
Most of the programs entail modifications to some extent of the traditional roles of
police officer and social worker.
The programs which will be reviewed at this point
have been selected from a much larger number across the country. They have been
chosen because they illustrate different ways of combining the skills of police officers and social workers in order to cope more effectively with family fights.
MILWAUKEE AREA. In the Police Social Worker Program in Franklin, Wisconsin,
MSWs intervene in family crises so as to reduce the demand on police time which
these crises inevitably produce. As members of the Franklin Police Department, the social workers are on call 24 hours a day and also respond to suicide attempts, child
abuse cases, and situations where elderly people have been abruptly abandoned. The
MSWs provide counseling and follow-up services as well as referrals to a variety of
community agencies.
Data from the first years of the program indicate that the police social workers are effective and are reducing the drain that family fights place on police
manpower. Repeat calls have been drastically reduced and clients are taking advantage of the services made available to them by the police social workers and other
welfare agents in the community.
SAN FRANCISCO AREA. Two police officers, a mental health worker, and a clinical psychologist operate together as a crisis intervention team in Vallejo, California. The mental health worker usually conducts the follow-up meeting the morning
after a crisis, while the psychologist gets involved more in the actual crisis itself. (Most of the visits to disputatious families take place between 4pm and 2am.)
Members of the crisis team also expend a good deal of time and energy counseling
clients and keeping up contacts with the 20 or so agencies to whom they refer people.
The crisis team seems to be doing well. Before the project started, 10 percent
of the crisis interventions conducted by the police in the city ended in arrests of
family members. Since the project began, only 2 percent of the interventions have
resulted in arrests. Also, some 87 percent of the parties referred to community
agencies actually have been visiting the agencies -- a rather impressive followthrough rate.
CHICAGO AREA. Night and day, social service units consisting of two professional social workers and four students from the Jane Addams Graduate School of Social
Work help police deal with family conflicts in Niles and Wheaton, Illinois. The
service units also provide individual, marital, and family counseling at the police
departments in these Chicago area cities. As participants in a three-year program
called the Police Social Service Project, the social workers provide follow-up care,
on-going treatment, and referral services to juvenile and adult misdemeanants involved in family conflicts.
Troubled clients are treated for 9 counseling sessions on the average -- the
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median length of treatment being 2.6 months (Treger, 1975:xxi). A majority of the
clients are juveniles,so a common treatment objective is to get youths and their
families to understand the internal and external forces pushing towards family
crises in order that all concerned can cope with them more constructively in the
future.
A good feature of the Project is that social workers start rehabilitive treatment immediately after a person is arrested rather than wait months (or years) until
the offender is tried, sentenced, and finally enrolled in a correctional treatment
program -- a period of time during which the risk of negative labeling and stigmatization runs high. This early treatment is beneficial to% because people in serious
trouble are frequently quite receptive to treatment and help with personality reorganization immediately after crisis. They are often not as receptive a long time
afterwards because they have had a chance to erect defenses, rationalize (neutralize)
their behavior, or make patch-work, bandaid repairs which usually do not last long.
Most of the clients seen in the Police Social Service Project are white. They
range in age from 6 to 91, the median age being 17 (Treger, 1975:xxiv). Despite the
young age of many of the clients, as much responsibility as possible is given to them.
This is unlike what happens in many correctional treatment programs where little
responsibility is given clients. (Goals, rules and obligations are often set by the
authorities and once clients come to grips with these, there is very little further
incentive for them to change or grow.)Treger (1975:xxi) describes another reason for
this style of treatment:
This placing of most of the responsibility on the client for himself, his
behavior, and the changes he is going to make becomes an enabling force
that allows the client to maintain a sense of self-worth and to feel a
certain amount of competence in correcting his own situation.
An outside evaluator who studied the interaction between police and social
workers in the Project determined that police attitudes toward social workers
changed dramatically from very negative to very positive during the early years.
(Social worker attitudes likewise changed in a favorable way as a result of the intense involvement with the police.) One explanation for this attitudinal about-face
is that the police appreciated the fact that social workers gave continual feedback to officers regarding the progress of various cases in which they were interested.
SAN JOSE AREA. A dozen or so mental health workers in the San Jose, California
area provide emergency treatment around the clock seven days a week to troubled
adolescents and to people of any age involved in family fights or suicide attempts.
If the violence potential of a situation is high, the police accompany the mental
health response team during the "in-the-home" crisis counseling. (A good working
relationship exists between the members of the mobile response team and the police in
the area.)
The mobile response teams are comprised of one professional (usually a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology) and one assistant (generally a graduate student intern from San
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Jose State University). Right after a crisis is defused, follow-up meetings with
parties to the crisis are scheduled. The actual meetings are then conducted by
the team members who responded to the initial call, thus maximizing continuity and
taking advantage of the rapport which comes from having shared an important experience with someone.
In a crisis situation involving an adult suspected of being severely disturbed
psychologically, a different program comes into play: namely, the Mobile Emergency
Services program. An example of such a situation would be a family fight where a
husband attacks his wife because he feels she has been putting powder under his bed
to make him impotent!
Though headed by an MSW, the Mobile Emergency Services program is staffed primarily by psychiatric technicians who have had extensive training and experience
in handling hyperactive patients on the acute wards of state mental hospitals. Mobile Emergency Service units operate from 10am to 2am every day of the year.
(Friday
nights are the busiest times).
The members of the units carry medications, handcuffs,
and full leather restraints but feel that arm-twisting should be verbal rather than
of the medical or physical variety. While unit members respond to mentally ill
"dirties" (belligerent, resentful, not wanting help) and "cleans" (cooperative,
appreciative, wanting treatment) in rather routine, straightforward ways, they have
to be more imaginative and resourceful with the "greys" who vacillate between being
dirty and clean.
The Mobile Emergency Services program is extremely helpful to the police because it provides not only crisis counseling but also on-the-spot evaluation of the
severity of mental health disturbances of citizens.
(This evaluation service is
especially important if police are considering forcibly committing a person to a hospital for a few days for psychiatric observation.)
Police need and appreciate help
like this.
In his study of a West Coast city with a population of 750,000, Bittner
(1967) found that the 1,000 members of the police force apprehended mentally disturbed people as often as they arrested people for the crimes of murder, manslaughter,
rape, robbery, aggravated assault, and grand theft combined. The emergency apprehensions made by the police accounted for more than one-fifth of all the admissions
to the receiving psychiatric service of the public hospital.
PROJECT OUTREACH
To provide a better understanding of some of the issues involved in the close
collaboration of police and mental health workers, a project being conducted in the
San Francisco Bay Area will be examined in detail. Begun in 1973, the three-year
project involves crisis intervention as well as short-term counseling of up to 10
sessions. The purpose of Project Outreach is to better deal with serious family
tensions and conflicts in the city of Hayward by sensibly coordinating the police,
mental health, and community service resources in the city.
An important feature of Project Outreach is that mental health workers respond
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to "hot" family disputes along with police officers. To accomplish this, mental
health workers take turns driving around the city in an unmarked police car during
the period when families fight the most -- between 5pm and lam on Fridays, Saturdays,
and Sundays.
(The "prime time" for family fights in Hayward is Saturday between
10pm and midnight and Sunday between 6pm and 8pm.)
The three mental health workers in the project are called "family counselors."
The female counselor has an MSW and has worked extensively in social welfare agencies. One of the male counselors holds a masters degree in clinical psychology and
has worked forFamily Services and VISTA. The other male counselor is a skilled
therapist who is fluent in Spanish. (Twenty percent of the population served by the
project is Spanish speaking.)
Student interns and other MSWs are also involved in
the project from time to time. In addition, the project has a secretary, an evaluator, and a psychiatrist who provides 8 hours of casework consultation to the staff
each month.
To give concreteness to Project Outreach, a description of a not-atypical case
of family crisis intervention is presented at this point. The family counselor on
patrol gets word over the police radio that there is a 415F (family fight) underway
across town. He immediately drives to the address given but without screeching tires
or flashing lights. When he arrives at the residence, two police cars are already
there. The officer in charge answers the door and admits the counselor when he has
ascertained there is no longer a serious likelihood of violence occurring.
Inside, an intoxicated man wearing workman's clothes is being gently confined
to one corner of the living room by two officers while his obese wife sits at a table
in an adjoining room. After listening to a few shouted exchanges between husband and
wife, the family counselor has a sense of how each person perceives the conflict.
She feels he drinks too much, and not only wastes money on beer, but spills it on her
clean rugs. Conversely, he feels she is taking him for every cent he has.
He supports her and her three children from a former marriage and he feels he gets nothing
in return. She has turned her kids against him, and together the four of them present a united front of hostility towards him.
wfien officers take the increasingly irritable husband outside to cool off for a
while, the counselor begins to make progress at getting the wife to express herself
more fully. He uses active listening and empathy whenever appropriate. He tells the
woman that he imagines she hurts a lot inside. After realizing that it is all right
to level with the counselor and tell him what really is troubling her, the woman
tearfully reveals that her husband tried to seduce her 15 year old daughter that
evening. She says she is hurt, confused and frightened by his actions.
After much more discussion, the wife verbalizes her dilemma. She would like to
leave her husband, but feels she cannot because she has no job skills with which to
support herself and her children. She and her kids do not want to go on welfare and
give up their current middle class standard of living.
(They live in a comfortable
new townhouse apartment.)
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The family counselor then excuses himself to go outside to talk with the husband. Neither he nor the man bring up the question of whether he acted inappropriately towards his step-daughter. The man, still slightly drunk, keeps repeating
that he feels exploited and unloved. He claims he spends all his weekly earnings -except $7 for beer - on the family and gets no gratitude whatsoever. He too is in
a dilemma. He would like to divorce his wife but is afraid of losing half of the
goods and possessions he has bought for the family (which could easily happen given
California laws regarding community property).
After more discussion and some
persuasion on the part of the counselor, the husband agrees to go to his brother's
house for the rest of the night. He says he also will try to get to the police
station for some counseling with Project Outreach.
The counselor then returns to the woman indoors. Because she already has a
counselor at Family Services, he suggests she not get involved in the Outreach
counseling program. He does recommend that she -- and perhaps her 15 year old
daughter -- meet with her counselor as soon as possible and that she call the Outreach office at once if family matters get out of hand again.
As soon as the brother comes by to pick up the husband, the police drive off.
The counselor returns to his patrol car and dictates the essence of the case into a
dictaphone for Project records. He then resumes patrol. Sometimes a counselor will
stay with a family well after the police have left in order to keep working towards
resolution of some problem. If danger or the threat of violence materializes, the
counselor immediately calls for help from police headquarters by means of the twoway radio he always carries on his person. Significantly, counselors do not carry
handcuffs or weapons of any sort; nor are they authorized to arrest people except
to make citizens arrests.
If the husband -- or any one who has been encouraged to get into short-term
counseling - does not contact the Project office, the counselors get on the phone
to try to convince him of the merits of counseling. In situations where police deal
with a family crisis while counselors are not on duty, counselors follow up with a
phone call or visit as soon as they come on duty.
SHORT-TERM COUNSELING. Project Outreach personnel provide 10 free sessions of
individual, couple, or family counseling to clients for whom it is deemed appropriate.
They usually refer alcoholics, drug abusers, and people who need long-term, intensive
counseling to community agencies which specialize in such clientele. Counselors use
therapeutic techniques ranging from transactional analysis to assertiveness training,
depending on the needs of the client(s).
Most counseling sessions (and especially the first one) are held at the Project
Outreach offices at the police department. One reason for this is that it guarantees
that help is close by if counselors find that a client is more troublesome than expected. Another reason is that clients seem to value counseling sessions more if they
have invested something in the enterprise. Since the sessions are gratis,
the
investment
they make is taking the time and trouble to get to the counselor's
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office. Home counseling sessions are conducted from time to time, however, by the
counselors.
Evidence from the early years of the project indicate that a good number of
clients stay with the program for all 10 sessions.
Many are quite pleased with the
counseling as the following testimonials indicate (Whalen, 1974:40):
We can deal with situations without yelling now.
to our meetings with you.

We keep referring

I understand that idiot more than I ever did before.
pattern of his violent streak and act very calmly.

I see the

Because of you, it showed me that the Police Department is not only
concerned in curbing crime, but also in people as individuals with
their problems and their needs.
One result of the short-term counseling is that families who chronically called
the police for help before the project began requested fewer police interventions
after it started. Before the counseling began, there was an average of 39 days between the repeat calls from the same chronic families. After the counseling, there
was an average of 113 days between calls. Also, in comparison with the preproject
year, the first year of the project saw a 27 percent reduction in repeat crisis calls-whether from chronic fighting families or others -- and a 22 percent decrease in all
family crisis calls. While the project probably had a great deal to do with these
reductions, it is possible that other unknown factors might have been partially
responsible.
There seems to be more trust and rapport during counseling sessions if a counselor has intervened at a client's home and shared a crisis experience with him than if
only the police responded and the counselor was notified later when he came on duty.
This may be because clients trust and feel comfortable with someone who accepts them
even though he has seen them at their absolute worst (e.g. emotionally out of control in a messy house and wearing a dirty, beer-stained T-shirt).
The presence of counselors during family crises was generally felt to be
salutary by clients. Twenty-three randomly selected clients were asked whether
police or counselors should intervene in family fights. Some of the typical responses were as follows (Whalen, 1974: 34, 56):
It's good to have a counselor with the police officer. You all came so
quick. We wanted help right away, not two weeks later.
We need both, depending on the circumstances.
also [send] the patrolman.
Counselor needs to go [to fights]
someone who can really help.'

too.
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If there is violence, then

I thought 'Thank God, here comes

A formal survey revealed that police officers also felt positively about the
presence of counselors at family crises.
One said "They're useful in disarming and
cooling the situation," and another stated, "They are far more qualified to handle
a social problem than I am; they have the time to devote to it."
Many police felt
that they were able to learn a great deal about interpersonal relations and family
dynamics by watching the counselors in action.
Some police also liked the fact that a counselor's presence made a "Pat and
Mike" strategy possible, because the counselors' humanitarianism contrasted with
their authoritarianism.
By means of the Pat and Mike strategy, a humanitarian
counselor ("Pat") can often get calm and cooperationfrom disputatious family members
by threatening to unleash the fury of an authoritarian police officer ("Mike").
See
Schonborn (1975:163-175) for a discussion of the distinction between humanitarian
and authoritarian crisis management styles.
Other police felt the advantage of
having counselors on hand was simply that they reduced the authoritarian atmosphere
which often accompanies the police:
One Hayward officer stated,"[Counselors] help
because the authoritarian police image is out of the picture or in the background."
An important issue that police frequently mentioned when evaluating the presence of counselors at family fights was the matter of "safety."
Typical responses
were as follows (Whalen, 1974:33):
Counselors hinder operations because we're concerned about their safety.
I'm not real sure when we can bring them into an incident.
... we keep an eye on [the female counselor] and make sure she doesn't
get herself out on a limb. Same with [the male counselors] but to a
lesser degree.
However, the sex of a counselor really makes little difference with respect to their
potential vulnerability as this comment from a policeman implies (Whalen, 1974:33):
Male or female or reserve [police officer], I'm still conscious of
their safety; but no real problem. The counselors follow directions,
wait until it's safe to come in.
Interestingly, although many police in other California cities and several score
across the nation were killed in 1973 and 1974 while responding to family fights, the
only violence directed at Hayward Outreach personnel in 1973 and 1974 was in the form
It missed.
of a sugar bowl thrown at the female counselor by a family disputant.

POLICE/COUNSELOR RELATIONS.

Considering the many possibilities for tension

and disagreement, relations between police and Project Outreach personnel are remarkably good.
This can be explained by a variety of factors.
The impetus for the
project came in part from a former Hayward police chief, and so the project generally
has received strong support from the command structure of the police department. Also the counselors have exhibited a good deal of sensitivity to various difficult
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situations during the entire enterprise. For example, they did public relations
groundwork in the police department before the project started; they got officers
to participate in some of the early planning; and they apprised officers along
the way of important decisions that were being made.
Some misunderstandings did occur between police and counselors in the beginning
days of the project. However, after six months of working side by side, most of the
misunderstandings -- including troublesome stereotyping -- had disappeared. Each
side had demonstrated to the other that they possessed unique and indispensable crisis
intervention skills.
The counselors did some other things that furthered good police/counselor
relations. They gave officers feedback (verbally and by means of standardized forms)
about the progress and disposition of families they had helped through crises. This
made the officers feel integrated into the counseling effort and the project as a
whole. The counselors also conducted training programs for the entire patrol division of the police department. The training programs covered such topics as abnormal psychology, transactional analysis, the assessment of dangerousness, ethnic
and minority relations, and ways of utilizing social welfare resources in a community. Role plays of various crisis situations were staged as part of the training,
and videotapes of the role play simulations were analysed and critiqued in order to
foster greater learning and involvement.
Police officers felt very good about these programs according to post-training
questionnaires and interviews. Many felt that the training and information concerning interpersonal relations enabled them to intervene in later family fights with more
confidence. Most also believed that the conflict management skills they learned such
as defusing, calming, interviewing, mediating, and active-listening helped them intervene more effectively. Not surprisingly, their attitudes towards intervening in
family fights a traditionally disliked police task -- became more positive as a
result of the training.
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
While these efforts involving cooperation between police and social workers
seem eminently sensible and quite promising, it is important to ask a few questions
about some of the possible problems associated with such efforts. For instance, who
is legally responsible if someone is hurt after the police have turned a family fight
situation over to non-police personnel?
Such a question has more or less importance
depending on the legalism of the locale involved. In legalistic New York City, for
example, there is tension between the police department and a mobile crisis unit operating there. The police feel they cannot hand over responsibility for situations -especially ones involving mentally unstable people -- to the unit because there is no
physician in their 12-person van (which generally is staffed by a mental health worker,
a psychiatric nurse, and a driver indigenous to the area).
The psychiatrist who is
on call back at unit headquarters can verbally release the police on the scene from
responsibility by means of the radio equipment in the van, but this is not wholly
satisfactory to the police (Ruiz et al, 1973).
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Are citizens subtly coerced into starting (and continuing) treatment when the
authority of the police is so closely allied with that of the counseling social workers? If so, is this entirely ethical and what impact does the intrusion of police
department authority have on therapeutic theories and strategies based on the
assumption that clients have freely chosen counseling?
Relatedly, what effect does close collaboration and communication among police
and social workers have on the confidentiality of client revelations during counseling? Also, are clients counseled in police department buildings inhibited by the
fact that an officer passing a treatment room might overhear them confessing to a
crime and decide to hold them accountable? What kinds of assurances can be given to
allay client fears that the police will eavesdrop -- electronically or otherwise -on their counseling sessions?
If it were proposed that collaborative programs such as these be implemented on
a wide-scale basis, how many social workers would be willing to give up their
regular weekday schedules to work evenings and weekends when most family crises occur?
And what kinds of personality changes will they experience if they (and their families)
are subjected to the stresses of night-work, weekend-work, and a never-ending
barrage of crises? The writings of Niederhoffer (1967), Trojanowicz (1971), and
Kirkham (1975) give some indication of the kinds of personality variables that might
be involved.
On the other hand, how many police used to paramilitary kinds of work atmospheres - characterized by impersonality, cost-effectiveness, and rigid commandcontrol structures -- will be willing to adapt to the less-structured, more tolerant
world of social work? In the adaptation process, will they become less action-oriented and more reflection-oriented? By the way, it might be more difficult for the
average police officer or social worker to make these adjustments than it was for the
participants in the programs reviewed here because the participants may have been
somewhat self-selected; that is the programs may have included a disproportionate
number of police officers who have a predilection for social work and social workers
who have a predilection for police work.

Although these and other questions still have to be thought through carefully,
it does seem apparent from the programs reviewed that police and social workers who
combine their skills and energies will be able to respond more fully to the wide
range of challenges which family fights pose. Moreover, by cooperating and opening
up communication among themselves, police and social workers will probably find new
and more effective ways of dealing with the vexing problem of family crises.
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This is a subject area that is not easily or directly approached,
for the state of the knowledge rests primarily upon educated guesses,
intuitive hunches and intellectual speculation. Little hard empirical
data is available. We are still trying to determine how many police
departments we have, let alone understand them. The most extensive
surve of the criminal justice system ever attempted in this country
concluded in 1967 that we had more than 40,000 departments (President's

Commission, 1967).

Using more sophisticated sampling techniques,

L.E.A.A. reported in 1970 that the number was closer to 14,900; by

1975, however, varying its sampled population led to the conclusion
that the number more nearly approximates 18,500. (Criminal Justice
Agencies, 1975). Understanding some of the difficulty in trying to
grasp for facts about the police can be better appreciated when you
consider that inspite of a considerable expenditure of dollars and
the utilization of sophisticated research methods and computer technology, we can only at best approximate the number of civilian governmental agencies given the authority and power to take human life.
Police literature, excepting the cops and robbers genre from
Sherlock Holmes to Kojack, has only recently begun to flood the
academic and popular market places. With few notable exceptions
(Bordua, 1967, LeFave, 1965, Skolnick, 1967, Bittner, 1972, Banton,
1964) a good deal of this literature seems to be intended for those
in "police science" programs, undergraduate sociology courses or
for the general public.
While the social work literature is of an older vintage and more
expansive, it too appears to be suffering from a paucity of original
ideals, meaningful insights or empirical data allowing for generalization and for guidance of action programs. Again, of course, with
a few notable exceptions.
There is the beginning of a social work-police literature dealing with cooperative efforts. (Chwast, 1954, 1965, Finney, 1972,
Michaels, 1973, Treger, 1975). However, this literature itself describes programs either limited in scope and duration or based upon
untested hypotheses and interlaced with unwarranted conclusions.
A most important ingredient is missing - whether or not the programs
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were of sufficient value to be repeated elsewhere - do they work?
For instance, Treger reports "How effective is the program? Since
the original research design for the project did not provide for
control or comparison groups, this is a difficult question to
answer in a scientifically conclusive way." (Treger, 1975).
Implementation is costly in human and financial resources and
a leap of faith is needed for positively evaluating the efforts.
Given all of this, there is still
a need to proceed; for collaboration efforts are surfacing - between both undergraduate social
work programs and graduate schools of social work, and the police.
Further and perhaps more importantly, the police are talking and,
in a number of areas, purposefully re-directing organizational
efforts to once again include service to individuals as an acceptable part of their total efforts.
This is so amidst heightened interest and tension concerning
crime, crime rates and criminals.
More nearly, what shall our
societal responses be to these problems - usually as perceived
and defined by the Law and Order School? It would appear to be
difficult to speak of law enforcement and the reduction of crime
on the streets when we now know that one branch of the national
government has, in fact, dealt as a co-equal with members of the
major criminal class. The President, praised for his honesty
and integrity, somehow has managed to bridge this chasm, I suspect,
with equanimity. The cliche-ridden proposals and programs of the
present federal administration, differ little from those of its
predecessor.
To approach our subject it will first be necessary to sketch
the historical development of the role and function of the police
in American society. This development, looked at over a period
of time, will be seen to be circular. That is, police appear to
be again formally recognizing and, even if somewhat hesitantly,
accepting responsibilities imposed upon them for the very first

time.
Historical Perspective
The history of the development of police service in the United
States, closely following the earlier established British model,
goes from the "night-watcher" to the "thief-catcher" and on to the
"peace-maker." The formalization of the police function can be
correlated with the growing immigrant population on the east coast
of America.
(Lane, 1967).
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The night-watch of colonial and post-Revolutionary War days was
primarily concerned with providing a warning system for fires and
natural disasters. Watchers were unpaid, untrained, and basically
unorganized. They had no responsibility for the prevention or crime
or the apprehension of suspected criminals. The individual, aggrieved

citizen remained responsible for solving crimes perpetrated against
his person or property.
The organization of the London Police Force in 1829 led to
similar departments being established in the United States, first
in Boston and New York. Bittner points out that from the very
first the London police were charged with a confusing array of
responsibilities and duties, "...the locus and mandate of the police
in the modern policy were ill-defined at the outset." (Bittner,

1967).
This last stated condition is what primarily interests us here
rather than the developments over time in size, technology and
efficiency. That time and changing conditions have led to a highly

organized, bureaucratic social instrumentality utilizing the most
advanced technology is, of course, of interest; but it is beyond the
scope of this paper. Suffice to say that today most police emphasize their crime fighting as primary; peace-keeping is generally
viewed as a secondary one. The service role is viewed as an intrusion upon the more basic responsibility of the departments; (Smith,
1960) but, as we shall see below, with the new wave of urban "immigrants", communities affected have again turned to their police
departments to perform a wide range of service functions. This
change is historically rooted.
Theodore Parker's call for the Boston police to be "moral missionaries" was, for its time, not startling considering the very nature
of the activities they were already engaged in during the eighteen
hundreds.
During the mid eighteen hundreds the Boston Police Department's
budget included monies to cover medical treatment for those injured
in accidents or for victims of sudden illness. Further, the police
were authorized to make actual cash disbursements for those in
direct need and to hire special officers to provide counseling to
suspected delinquents and their families. Truancy was a major
concern of the entire department, for the school's potential for
the socialization of the newly arrived Irish immigrants was early
recognized. Additional functions of the Department included distributing wood, providing overnight lodgings, and acting as agents
for the overseers of the poor. "Misery bread crime and soup helped
to prevent it. No agency was better equipped to serve it than the
police..,the police were naturally sympathetic and trusted by those
on their beats." (Lane, 1967)

The police department was in fact what it was designed
to be, simply a useful tool of government. So long as
government itself was still regarded as a tool of the
people, the citizens remained confident of their ability to use both as desired. (Lane, 1967)
Mazy forces in society can be looked to in accounting for the
changing perceptions regarding the role of the police. First, the
factor of size, the sheer numbers of the immigrant population and
the growth of the cities. The mass migrations to America during
the late eighteen hundreds and early nineteen hundreds made urgent
the development of more highly organized and formal provision of
service. The police were diverted to the perceived challenges of
rising crime rates and local disorders. Second, the coming of the
"lady bountifuls" and the organizing of charity services harkened
back to Parker's early notion that aid to the poor was a moral undertaking and that giving direct aid was only secondary to providing
for the moral uplift of the poor. Aid was to be selective and, as
far as possible, limited to the "worthy" poor. Third, the growing
industrialization of the nation and the early labor turmoil separated the police from the working class as the former became designated as the agents of the mecantile and manufacturing classes. (Taff

and Ross, 1969).

The police were no longer seen as "sympathetic

and trusted."
Fourth, the police, the coercive and regulatory arm of the
political jurisdiction, became one of the major instrumentalities
in the struggle for particular partisan control and individual
gain. Writing in the early nineteen thirties, Smith concluded:
Police administration has becume almost synorymous with
partisan control and political corruption. Although
these influences are not universally exercised nor
uniform in their effect, they have succeeded in giving
our police departments a sinister tinge which has narrowly restricted the possibility for co-operation
between the police and the public. (Smith, 1933)
The fifth major factor can, perhaps, best be understood in
systemic terms. To more adequately meet the demands of society
and to more satisfactorily fulfill their own bureaucratic needs,
departments sought, and society generally supported their growing
claims, to limit their goals to more manageable dimensions, to
govern their internal organizations, to control entrance to positions, and to regularize the behavior of occupants of those positions. Further, means more-and-more became the primary and frequently the sole concern of the "authorities" and the rightful
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provence of the experts. This has been further heightened in our
day by the drive to professionalize the police.

Thus, an originally informal organization of limited power
and authority has grown to large bureaucratic dimensions. An
organization conceived of as a "tool", malleable to meet the needs
of society has grown to beome self-perpetuating and self-defining.
An organization charged to meet some of the needs of newly arrived
Europeans has become defined as "enemy" to significant segments of
the more recently arrived urban residents.
Speaking for the social workers of his day Devine called upon
the police to recognize that "they will need to be human, to
realize that their job is, not to make a record in arrests, but

to make a record in rescues..."
police." (1911)

He spoke of the need for "social

From the very first then, police have recognized the potential of direct social welfare service to the individual so that
organizational goals and order-maintenance imperatives could more
effectively be met. This role continued on through to the present
day but with increasingly less official acceptance by departments
as they publicly re-defined their major goals; until, that is,
the series of riots of the sixties and the report of the Presidential Commission.
Since the publication of that report with its call for major

police neighborhood efforts through Comminity Service Officers,
intra-departmental programs have proliferated coming full circle,
with L.E.A.A. and Police Foundation funds pushing the establishment of team (Neighborhood) policing. (1972, 1973)
The concept is the oldest one in law enforcement: acceptable
levels of social control can be most effectively maintained by

knowing the area, knowing its residents, and establishing a large
number of citizen-police inter-dependencies. Thus, hopefully,
police become vital to the neighborhood's daily workings and are
perceived as an integral part of the neighborhood rather than
repressive and alienated.

Most of these programs are police programs with some attempts
to secure consultation from those in the mental health and education fields. All offer help - help with the myriad of the daily
problems of living - on a twenty four hour a day, seven day a week

basis.
This phenomenon is not unique to America, French police are
running summer camps for children while Dutch and Scandinavian
police offer help in almost every area of daily life. "As a
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matter of fact a poll of Swedish police recruits...showed that
social work was their favorite alternative profession."(Berkley,
1968)
...whatever professional police leadership may have
said, the patrolman on the beat knew that his job
was not primarily law-enforcement... But lacking
support in the performance of these (service) duties,
he came also to believe that his job 'wasn't real
police work' and accordingly that it was peripheral,
if not demeaning. (Wilson, 1969)
More Recent Trends
"Officer Friendly" is apparently on the way to becoming your
neighborhood social service enforcement officer.
Newer programs of direct involvement with social welfare
agencies and schools of social work may, however, alter and
considerably modify this trend. Three such programs in Chicago,
Riverside, California and Connecticut exhibit similar characteristics and inter-organizational relationships. In each, police
secure decision-making powers at key junctures - at the point of
initial citizen-police contact and at the point of final disposition. Each appears to equate police contact with non-legal behavior
stemming from individual non-adaptive behavior. Each, therefore,
sees a priority need for correction. Little credence seems to
be given to a basic tenet of American jurisprudence; that a person
is innocent until proven guilty and, therefore, free from the need
for co-operative or submissive behavior.
They do apparently provide a range of immediate and referral
services to those experiencing distress when and if they are once
referred by the police. And, also, they do hold hope for providing the police with a viable alternative to the arrest-or-imore
procedure; and alternative that can be structured, rationalized
and, through positive experience, more ertensively utilized.
Police carry "caseloads." They are probably involved in
more marital and family crises, with more troubled youth and
addicted persons, in more neighborhood problems and housing
conflicts than all of our social service agencies.
These three programs attempt to routinize and formalize, under
social work auspices, how these referred individuals and situations
will be dealt with. This can be a most positive rechannelling of
coimunity resources and reshaping of humn relationships. It also
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will present a considerable number of problems that need attention
and clarification before we proceed much further.
Some of the
major problems stem from the following:

1.

LeFave (1965) has demonstrated that police take action
against individuals for many reasons beyond suspicion
of guilt.

2.

Police exercise considerable discretion as to which laws
they will enforce at azW given time against whom. Ruch
police action is idiosyncratic or results from a patterned informal system.

3.

Police tend to seek an ordered and orderly community,
defined in terms of dominant, espoused middle-class
values. Therefore, the greatest perceived danger does
not necessarily come from those violating laws but rather
from those overtly challenging the moral standards. From
this point of view, for example, most white collar criminals are "safe" criminals.

4.

There is considerable evidence that racial bias is still
a major factor guiding too much of police action.

These four are but a partial listing of major concerns that
must be dealt with realistically and quickly, for all raise
questions about the clients referred and the true nature of the
presenting problems.
Conclusions
Police now spend the majority of their time providing social
welfare services. They are major agents in the delivery system
when it is broadly conceived. Estimates lead us to believe that
anywhere from 75 to 90 percent of their efforts are given over to
dealing in non-or at best, near-criminal behavior. (Cuming, 1965,
Niderhoffer, 1967, Bittner, 1972). They do much, and not infre
quently with the interest of the citizen as their major concern,
to resolve conflict and accommodate human needs, especially among
the poor.
Can we together then, social workers and police, clarify
and strengthen the diagnostic, assessment and refferal processes?
Can we standardize and routinize - legitimize reactive behaviors?
Perhaps, but we need to be aware that the cost of such cooperation
could be too high: loss of individual freedom, greater long-term
involvement with the criminal justice system.
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The bright New World might too nearly resemble the Orwellian
world of the future. Police teamed with social workers and other
mental health professionals might well fit "a frightening description of a 'Brave New World' ruled by professional Wienderkinder
pulling 'antisocial' or 'disturbed' people off the street for,
of course, their benefit and that of society's", (Silver, 1967)
Shall we proceed? The answer is clearly yes; for we are
already proceeding. The question then is not whether to, but
how to develop appropriate police-social worker welfare services
delivery systems.
Since the President had pledged considerable funding for
L.E.A.A. it is imperative that together with local and state
police departments we seek allocations for extensive experimentation. A variety of organizational forms and procedures
need to be tested. It is our responsibility as academicians
to insure that appropriate research components be built into
every grant request and that the research be vigorously carried
out. Thus, we may well begin to develop a model that can be widely utilized.
The problem of crime in the streets is a major one in the
United States. It is entirely appropriate that police-social
work cooperation be allowed to contribute to its amelioration.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of professionalism is frequently used
as a frame of reference for evaluating the organizational status of the American police. Observers generally
conclude that the police lack most of the essential
features of professional status. This paper questions
the utility of using such a standard for evaluating the
police. The professions of medicine, law and education
are themselves in a state of flux. In particular, the
crucial concept of professional autonomy appears increasingly incompatible with the goal of public accountability. Rather than expect the police to strive toward
the traditional forms of professionalism, we should think
in terms of creating appropriate mechanisms for ensuring
public accountability for all service occupations.

The Problem
The subject of police professionalism has received
considerable attention in recent years from scholars,
elected public officials and police administrators. The
problem has generally been presented in the form of a
two-part question: to what extent have the American
police achieved professional status and/or is it even
possible for them to achieve such status on a par with
the traditional professions of medicine, law and education?
Investigations of these questions have tended to
reach negative conclusions. The questions of course assume a common definition of "professionalism" and researchers have drawn upon the work of sociologists working in
the area. Even the most generous observers have concluded
that, when measured against a rigorous definition of professionalism, the police have a long way to go before true
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professional status is achieved. Still other observers
conclude that certain inherent aspects of police work
preclude the possibility of professionalism altogether.
The following essay seeks to re-examine the question
of police professionalism. Investigations of the subject
to date have measured the police against a static definition of professionalism. The terms of that definition,
moreover, are defined by the so-called "classic" professions of medicine, law and education. Yet, it is evident
that those occupations are experiencing considerable
changes. Traditional forms of professional practice are
being challenged by new social forces. With respect to
professionalism, then, the police are being measured
against a standard that is in the process of change.
This factor forces us to re-examine the manner in which
the problem of police professionalism has been defined
and discussed.
It is a commonplace among economists and sociologists
that the American economy is increasingly one dominated
by the service occupations. A particularly acute set of
crises has arisen in terms of the delivery of human services, notably health care, education and police protection. This essay advances the thesis that the issue of
public accountability is increasingly the most important
problem facing contemporary society. Ensuring that human services are delivered in a manner consistent with
the public interest, meanwhile, challenges many of the
traditional prerogatives of professional autonomy.
The question of police professionalism, then, is
not one of measuring the extent to which the police are
capable of emulating the traditional professions. Rather,
it is a question of creating mechanisms by which all the
human service occupations can be made more accountable
to the public. The police may well have more in common
with other professional occupations than previous discussions have been willing to admit.
The Police Crisis and the Demand for Professionalism
The quest for police professionalism acquired a new
sense of urgency in the decade of the 1960's. .A related
series of social crises--urban racial disorders, antiwar political protest, and the emergence of a widespread
drug culture--thrust the American policeman to the forefront of national attention. The police were principal
actors in many, if not most, of the episodes of conflict
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and violence throughout the late 1960's and early 1970's.
In some instances, it became apparent that the conduct
of police officers served to perpetuate and even escalate
the violence (National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, 1968; Marx, 1970; Stark, 1972).
In response to widespread criticism of their behavior
the police turned to militant trade unionism (Juris &
Feuille, 1973).
The prospect of a well-organized and
politically active police establishment only heightened
the fears of those who were already concerned about the
role of the police in American society. To many, unionism seemed to remove the police even further from public
control.
The extreme polarization of the late 1960's has diminished considerably in the past few years. Violent disturbances, in the ghetto and on the campus seem to have
disappeared for the moment. Moreover, the police union
movement has lost much of its militant political thrust.
While unionism continues to spread among the police, it
appears to be moving in the direction of more conventional
American unionism, concerned primarily with bread and butter issues.
The apparent surface calm of recent years, however,
should not be confused with the resolution of the underlying conditions of social conflict. The basic problems
still remain. Relations between the police and the black
community are as problematic as ever. The problem of police misconduct, corruption in particular, continues to
vex police administrators and the public alike. Strikes
by police officers, such as the one in Baltimore in the
summer of 1974, dramatize the question of accountability
of public employees.
The crises of the 1960's lead to widespread demands
for the improvement of the American police. Through LEAA
the national government invested an enormous amount of
money in police equipment and training. Scholars, meanwhile, devoted an increased amount of attention to the
nature of police work and the police role in society, a
subject they had largely ignored previously (Sherman, 1974).
The quest for improvement in policing touched off a wideranging debate over the nature of the police role. As
many observers noted, the question of determining how the
police should perform necessarily awaits a consensus on the
question of what they should do. (Wilson, 1963).

Professionalism as a Frame of Reference
In the ensuing debate over the nature of the police
role, the concept of professionalism became a popular
catch-phrase for virtually all proposals for change
and improvement. One need not look very far to discover
the wide usages to which the term has been put. In a
statement of "Professional Police Principles", Edward
M. Davis, Chief of Police in Los Angeles, California,
uses professionalism to suggest that the police should
pursue their task with the utmost vigor (Davis, 1971).
Former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, in Crime in
America, uses professionalization as an ill-defined
synonym for "improvement" (Clark, 1970). And to the
advertisers in the pages of the Police Chief and other
law enforcement journals, professionalism means owning
the latest and most technologically sophisticated
equipment.
Serious discussions of professionalism require a
more rigorous definition. While no complete consensus
among sociologists has developed concerning the definition of a profession, a general agreement on the various
dimensions of professionalism has emerged (Moore, 1970).
It is appropriate to review briefly the central points
in this definition for it is against this standard that
the American police have been measured.
Professionalism consists of several dimensions. The
most important elements are those of professional knowledge, professional autonomy and the service ideal.

These

attributes, of course, represent an abstract ideal type.
No single occupation fully achieves the ideal in actuality.
Rather, particular occupations hold different positions
on a scale of professionalism according to the extent to
which they approximate the ideal (Moore, 1970: 3-22).
The
process of professionalization, meanwhile, is seen as a
linear movement across the scale toward the ideal (Moore,
1970: 51-65). This latter point is extremely relevant
to the present discussion since it presupposes a fixed
ideal type.
Professional knowledge, as distinct from a technical
skill, consists of the mastery of an esoteric, abstract
and codified body of principles. Mastery is achieved
through prolonged study, usually in an isolated setting
such as a university-based professional school. Professional knowledge is applicable to practical problems and

practitioners are given a monopoly on the right to deal
with those problems.
Monopoly on skill becomes the basis for professional
autonomy. The practitioners, organized to conduct their
own affairs, assume the responsibility for the creation
and dissemination of new knowledge, the recruitment and
training of new practitioners, and for the development
and enforcement of standards of conduct. Standards are
enforced through both formal and informal means. On the
one hand, professional associations create and maintain
formal disciplinary procedures. At the same time, the
profession maintains standards through the informal
process of developing a distinct sub-culture. The professional-in-training learns professional norms in the
process of being trained.
The professional sub-culture is the most important
means by which the service ideal is maintained. The
service ideal consists of several different dimensions.
On the one hand the practitioner is obligated to serve
the client. At the same time, however, the practitioner
is obligated to maintain standards of performance that
may conflict with the expressed desires of the client.
In both instances, the service ideal holds that professionals should be guided by considerations other than
those of self-interest.
Evaluating the Police
In the past decade a significant body of sociological research on the American police has emerged.
(Sherman, 1974).
A number of the most important studies
address themselves to the question of police professionalism. In doing so, these works draw upon the sociological
definition of professionalism summarized above. The
following review of some of the more important of these
studies reveals the manner in which that definition has
shaped thinking about the American police.
In The Varieties of Police Behavior, James Q. Wilson
argues that police work lacks most of the essential
characteristics of a profession. Policing, he writes,
is a craft occupation. He observes that the police
"acquire most of their knowledge and skill on the job,
not in separate academies; they are emphatically subject
to the authority of their superiors; they have no serious professional society, only a union-like bargaining
agent; and they do not produce, in a systematic written

form, new knowledge about their craft" (Wilson, 1968:
30).
Wilson is emphatic in his contention that these
are inherent attributes of policing, not likely to be
changed. In the end, Wilson relegates the police to
the category of sub-professionals with a very different
set of occupational problems from the true professions.
In another major study of police work, The Police
and the Public, Albert J. Reiss begins on a more hopeful note. He declares that "the police in America
belong to one of the few occupations that includes all
the essential elements to qualify as a profession"
(Reiss, 1971: 123).
In particular he notes that
policing is a "moral call" occupation demanding a
high degree of sacrifice and a commitment to service.
Moreover, like doctors and lawyers, the police routinely make "decisions that involve technical and moral
judgments affecting the fate of people" (Reiss, 1971:
123).
As his discussion proceeds, however, Reiss slowly
takes away what he has previously granted. He details
the very special circumstances of police work that set
the occupation apart from the traditional professions.
The most important problem concerns the relationship of
the professional to the client. Reiss points out that
"unlike most professionals, who deal with clients who
are processed to accept the authority of the professional when he enters the situation, the police officer
must establish his authority" (Reiss, 1971: 46).
The problem of police authority as it is perceived
by the public at large and by "clients" in particular
is no small matter. Many discussions of the police
"problem" emphasize the fact that there is no consensus
as to the proper police role (Wilson, 1963).
Reiss
himself points out that a significant number of instances
of police incivility (verbal or physical abuse of a suspect) occur in situations where the "client" refused to
defer to the officer's authority (Reiss, 1971: 53).
The authority of the police officer is uniquely personal,
without the benefit of support from a broader consensus
on professional (i.e. impersonal) authority.
The personalized nature of police authority, and its
consequences for police conduct, has attracted considerable attention. Westley (1970), in his seminal work
Violence and the Police, and Skolnick (1967) devote much
of their analysis to this point. They argue that it lies
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at the root of some of the most troublesome problems
of policing: secrecy, corruption, violence. Skolnick
states most directly the thesis that is implicit in
much of the literature on police professionalism: that
professionalism will not be achieved until the tightknit police sub-culture is broken down and commitment
to a transcendent code of ethics developed in its place
(Skolnick, 1967: 230-245).
Skolnick also devotes considerable attention to the
problem of bureaucratization. He points out that "professionalism" in American policing has acquired a
special meaning. It has meant an emphasis on the ideals
of managerial efficiency and bureaucratic rationality.
While this has brought about considerable improvements
in the management of police departments, it has also
meant that rank and file patrolmen have been subjected
to a tighter form of bureaucratic control. That model
of professionalism is, in many respects, the antithesis
of professionalism as defined by other occupations.
(Skolnick, 1967: 235-239).
Pessimism about the prospects for police professionalism is perhaps best summarized in a short contribution
to Municipal Police Administration, co-authored by
Clarence M. Kelley and David L. Norrgard (1971). The
significance of this particular essay cannot be underestimated. Municipal Police Administration, published
by the International City Management Association, is a
widely used textbook in the field. Clarence M. Kelley,
meanwhile, is currently Director of the F.B.I. and
achieved that position on the basis of his reputation
as an innovative and progressive Chief of Police in
Kansas City, Missouri.
Kelley and Norrgard waste no time disposing of the
idea that the police are in the same category as other
occupations that are generally considered professions.
They find the police deficient in almost all the basic
categories. They argue, for example, that professional
autonomy is antithetical to the idea of a democratic
police. As public servants, with a monopoly on coercive
force, the police must necessarily remain subject to
public scrutiny and control. Kelley and Norrgard further
point out that the police are not organized into professional organizations; that they are not characterized
by "a high level of educational expectations;" that they
are not esteemed by the public; that they are not governed
by effective internal codes of ethics; and that there is
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as effective lateral mobility, a factor essential to
the idea of a career within a given profession. Only
in terms of a commitment to public service, the authors
argue, can police work be regarded as approximating
(Kelley
the qualifications for professional status.
and Norrgard, 1971: 322-325).
A Reconsideration of Professional Autonomy
The Kelley-Norrgard discussion is characteristic of
a pervasive approach to police professionalism. They
conclude that the police, measured against a rigorous
definition of professionalism, do not meet the basic
qualifications. Implicitly, then, they suggest that
future discussions of changing and improving the police
should be undertaken with reference to a different
model. Their own discussion, however, contains important unexamined assumptions. An analysis of these
assumptions suggests that the question of police professionalism has been debated in the wrong terms.
The most significant part of the Kelley-Norrgard
discussion is their treatment of the proper scope of
professional autonomy. Expressing a popular view, they
argue that the traditional professions are entitled to
an enormous degree of autonomy. "The community is
generally not competent to judge the action of individual physicians and attorneys as the community is not
involved in, nor affected by, the professional judgments of individual members of the professions"
Police work, on
(Kelley and Norrgard, 1971: 322).
the other hand, does affect the entire community and,
therefore, "the community must be involved in both
establishing police goals and ascertaining if they
In short, the police provide a
are being fulfilled."
basic public service and must be held directly accountable to the public.
The distinction between the police as public servants and the traditional professions as private practitioners is deeply ingrained in American thought. The
issue of professional autonomy, however, contains several dimensions. Professional autonomy is exercised on
both the individual and collective levels. The judgments of an individual physician in treating a particular patient do not affect the community at large. But
the collective judgments of the organized medical profession affect the community in many vital respects.
The medical profession, for example, largely determines
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such public issues as the supply of doctors, the availability of services, the cost of treatment and the
broader question of how the nation deals with problems
of health care.
The medical profession, in the words of one observer,
has enjoyed something truly unique: the status of an unregulated monopoly. Events of the past decade, moreover,
have brought to light the existence of an acute crisis
in health care in the United States, a crisis that has
called into question the ability of the medical profession to conduct its affairs in a manner consistent with
the public interest. The country suffers from a severe
shortage of doctors, a problem that plagues inner city
and rural communities alike. The cost of medical care,
meanwhile, has skyrocketed. It is also apparent that
the United States trails many less affluent countries
in such basic indices of public health as infant mortality. Scarce resources have been diverted into expensive research projects and specialized emergency treatment equipment at the expense of general medical practice.
The health care crisis has called into question many
of the traditional prerogatives of the medical profession.
Moore poses the question in its most direct form: "collective autonomy and individual autonomy may turn out
to be inconsistent goals" (Moore, 1970: 130). The task
of public policy makers lies in the area of creating
new mechanisms for bringing the medical profession under
public scrutiny and control. It should be noted in
passing similar problems confront other professions.
The various scandals that are referred to as "Watergate"
have raised doubts about the ability of the legal profession to police its own affairs. Years of conflict
and controversy over education (both the public schools
and higher education) have raised questions about the
ability of professional educators to serve important
segments of the client population.
Conclusion
To repeat a shopworn cliche: nothing stands still.
Modern society continues to change and those changes
create new problems and call into question old practices.
The old form of professional autonomy may well be inconsistent with the demands of the present and the future.
Those demands, in brief, are that human services be
available to all, on an equal basis and in a manner consistent with the dignity of various client populations.
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These services include, above all, health care, education, legal services and police protection.
The question of police professionalism has been
stated in the wrong terms. Generally, observers have
asked what, if anything, can the police learn from the
established professions. Their answers have not been
overly hopeful.
A more useful statement of the question might be
what can the other service professions learn from the
police. The problems of police-community relations,
police brutality, disrespect for constitutional rights
and police corruption are all problems of accountability.
A wide variety of strategies have been proposed, and
in some cases implemented, to increase that accountability. Civilian review boards, administrative decentralization, "team policing," "community control" are
but a few of the proposed means by which the police
might be made more accountable to the clients they
serve. It is not too far-fetched to suggest that some
variation of one or more of these mechanisms might be
the appropriate vehicle for enhancing public scrutiny
and control of the other human service professions.
"Professionalism", at least in terms of undiluted
professional autonomy, may not be an appropriate model
for the future. The police, far from being an occupational backwater, may well prove to be in the vanguard for having confronted long before other human
service occupations the problem of reconciling individual professional authority with public accountability.
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COMMUNITY MILIEU APPROACH:

RESOURCE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Jack Sarmanian - A.C.S.W. - Executive Director
Peter Knox - M.B.A. - Law Student - Associate Director
Adolescent Counseling In Development, Incorporated (AcID)
Maiden, Massachusetts

Introduction
Never before in our history has there been such a need for
sophisticated programming to deal with the deviant patterns of
behavior that are becoming so prevalent in our society. Violent
acting out, and a myriad of other self-destructive and socially
unacceptable behaviors are emerging which demand immediate attention. This article is devoted to describing the approach of
a community-based counseling/rehabilitative program that has responded to the dilemma.
Adolescent Counseling in Development was created several
years ago to answer the specific need of a community experiencing
a tremendous increase in the use and abuse of drugs. The program
has continued to grow and modify it's methods to meet the various
needs that are emerging almost daily. The key element of this
program design is that it functions within the community and is
tied into the various systems that deal with the delinquent, the
youthful offender, and other acting-out persons within the confines of three large urban communities.
Adolescent Counseling in Development originated in 1969,
under the auspicies of Father Bernard Lane, and as noted by it's
acronym "AcID", was geared to treat primarily persons experiencing
drug problems. However, as the agency developed, multiple program
elements were created, that, in essence, met the needs of the community as a functioning unit and the specific needs of individuals
within the community. In time, AcID has grown to be a multifaceted program that now maintains a staff of over fifty persons,
services five communities and focuses major emphasis on servicing
and being a part of the Criminal Justice System. The innovative
design of this community-based program is as follows:
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Background
AcID is the largest community agency in the three-city area
of Malden, Medford, and Everett (population: 164,000, -- total
area: 16.y square miles), all of which are considered part of
Metropolitan Boston, Massachusetts.
The three communities are in the first ring of urban suburbs
of Boston, combining both urban and suburban features. The area
is 987 white middle class, industrial with residential sections.
The median income for the Tri-City area is approximately $11,000
per annum. Less than half of the inhabitants are over twentyfive years of age and have completed high school. Two additional
communities, Melrose and Wakefield, both also suburban, comprise
with the Tri-City area, the service local for the First District
Court of Eastern Middlesex County*. This is the fourth busiest
district court in the state.
The AcID Program is a treatment program for adolescents,
young adults, and their families. Staff treat approximately 150
youth and 60 parents a week, utilizing a multi-modality approach.
Criminal Justice in the area is meted out by the First District
Court of Eastern Middlesex. AcID works closely with the Probation Department and the Judiciary to formulate sound treatment
plans and to service clients who reflect drug abuse, alcoholic,
and acting-out behavior syndromes.
AcID began as a crisis intervention and streetwork program
for drug-using adolescents. Over a period of time, it came to
deal with adolescents who might be in trouble with the law due
to their drug use. The evolution of the program has been shaped
by the following guidelines:
- The broadening of service to youth regardless of their
presenting symptoms.
- Movement away from eligibility criteria per se.
*A court which services one distinct geographical area and handles
all civil and criminal matters, referring to Superior Court civil
cases to be heard before a jury and criminal felony cases.
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- Emphasis on program flexibility, multi-service, multi-modality,
voluntariness, parent involvement, one-to-one advocacy and
counseling, and general eclecticism in utilization of treatment
modalities.
- Emphasis upon day care, counseling, alternative schools, etc.,
in preference to residential treatment programs.
- The utilization of para or non-professional staff along with
professionals.
- Active involvement in networks of private and public agencies
through training and education.

Program Philosophy and Strategy
AcID staff share the view of drug abuse that it involves a
wide variety of personal, emotional, familial and social problems
and conditions. The chemical substances used by juveniles and
adults reflect symptoms of wider problems. Therefore, our treatment fundamentally ignores the substances that are inhaled, ingested, or injected by the whole person within the context of his life
circumstances and especially in connection with his family.
AcID staff feel that the barbituate/polydrug user - frequently
also involved with alcohol -- is the most most alienated and chronically depressed of all drug users, and that his sense of rejection,
anxiety, depression, loneliness and uselessness is most striking.
The resultant approach to treatment by AcID is thus not based on
psychological notions of pathology nor sociological theories of
association and social pressures that often are offered to explain
deviancy and delinquency. The AcID intervention model is an
approach to treatment that is applicable to drug users, but is
It presumes a diagnostic
not an approach to drug users per se.
understanding of the presenting problem, but does not rely on a
It focuses on the present moment -- how the
specific diagnosis.
client functions, communicates and interacts, particularly in relation to his current crisis', conflicts and concerns. The strategy of intervention is largely good social work practice.
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The most innovative features of the AcID Program are the following:
-

-

-

-

-

The non-classification of adolescents; that is, dealing with any
problems they present as merely symptoms of a wider and more pervasive problem of adolescent development.
The Alpha Omega House residential treatment program, largely comprised of seriously delinquent youth; this is a small, intense,
open residential setting.
The Adolescent Counseling Residential Intensive Care Unit, made
up of seriously delinquent youth; this is a small, intense,
closed residential setting.
Special Needs Day Care Program for adolescents, made up of adolescents who are unable to function in the public school setting;
this is a small, intense, open day care/educational setting.
In-Service Training Program for all staff geared to assisting
staff members in clarifying learning and professional needs and
the provision of in-house and external resource to meet assessed
needs.

Program Elements
The actual components of the operating program are as follows:
- Detoxification and medical services at the local hospitals.
- Outpatient treatment including orientation, group therapy, family
therapy and individual counseling.
- Special Needs Day Care via public school referral.
- Inpatient treatment via the Alpha Omega House and the Adolescent
Counseling Residential Intensive Care Unit.
- Streetwork/Outreach Program.
- Crisis Intervention via hotline and drop-in center.

Program Linkages
The AcID Outreach Program involves crisis intervention counseling
in a variety of agencies, streetwork, informal and formal contacts
with other social service agencies, counseling and training with other
agencies including the Juvenile Justice Agencies and three school
systems in the area.
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AcID has a well developed working relationship with the First
District Court of Eastern Middlesex. As a direct result of the experience with this court, AcID was requested to provide a consultant
to the Drug Screening Board, an LEAA project with provides related
services to the Somerville District Court, the Superior Court of
Middlesex County and the District Court serving the city of Cambridge,
the Concord District Court and the Woburn District Court. In addition, AcID is working co-existingly with the Malden Court on a
Pre-Trial Diversion Program, offering a short term counseling program for the "first offender". More recently, we had originated a
special program under the sanction of the Court, for drunk drivers,
utilizing a special Alcoholic Education and Driver Education Course.
This provided a formal linkage for evaluation and continued treatment for this person and his family. The addition of these functions
extends the services of the AcId Program much beyond it's original
purposes.
Referral and formal working relationships are maintained with
the following agencies: Malden Hospital and the Lawrence Memorial
Hospital in Medford, New England Memorial Hospital in Stoneham, and
the drug units of the Boston State Hospital, and Washingtonian Center of the Addictions. Also, relationships exist with the Malden,
Medford, and Everett School Systems, with the Tri-City Mental Health
Agency, and the District Courts of Eastern Middlesex County, Somerville, Cambridge, Concord, and Woburn. Additionally, AcID participates in the drug coalition of twelve drug agencies in the Department of Mental Health, Region IV, as well as the Association of
Human Development, which is serving the same area.

Case Examples:
The ability of the AcID Program to work effectively with the
various types of behaviors presented by clients is predicated pri1) a broad-based contact/inter-relationship with the
marily upon:
general community and 2) multiple program services to meet individual client needs. The following case example are provided to further
clarify and illustrate the workings of the program.
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CASE #1
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Personal: Male Caucasion
Age: 17
Program Contact: Via an AcID Streetworker
Presenting Problem: Hostile demeanor, with a
history of acting-out behavior; e.g., vandalism
Intake Evaluation:
A family situation where the stepfather, due
to an accident, had serious medical and psychological problems and would sporadically physically abuse the stepson. Exclusive of these periods
of uncontrolled agression on the part of the
stepfather, his relationship with his stepson
was distant and cool. The mother would exhibit
concern and affection towards her son when the
stepfather was absent, but would show little
affect towards her son in the presence of her
husband.
The client expressed hostility towards
his mother for her refusal to defend and protect him from his stepfather. His feeling
level reflected depression, hurt, and anger
over the lack of a good male father figure.
Treatment:
Initial treatment involved outpatient
counseling, which was initiated by a streetworker who was seen by the youth as "a guy
who would listen". After a short period of time,
it was determined that separation from the family
was indicated and the client was subsequently
transfered to our residential therapeutic community.
Once away from the family, and within a
therapeutic milieu that demanded responsibility
and simultaneously exhibited, on the part of staff
a constant concern and caring for the client, he
(client) slowly began to express his feelings and
analyze their origin.
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Over a period of time the following changes
were noted. The client 1) attained a reasonable
understanding of his stepfather's behavior; 2)
achieved the realization that the feelings emanating from the lack of a "father figure" were
not signs of psychological disorder, but, instead, were normal and must be expressed and
dealt with on a continual basis; 3) began to develop the strength necessary to accept the fact
that the resolution to this empty feeling rested
solely within himself; 4) developed a close, loving
relationship with his mother and became aware of
his mother's needs and how she had suffered in
her relationship with her husband.
f.

Present Situation:
Mother, son, and other siblings have separated
physically from the stepfather. The client remains
in residence, participating in the "after-care"
phase, and attending a local public school. His
mother continues, at this time, family therapy,
and recently became an advocate for our program.
On several occasions she has initiated organized
and influential fund-raising events on our behalf.
Another illustration of how therapy helped a person recognize their problem and aroused them to
enhance the program that serviced them.

CASE #2
a.
b.

c.

Personal:
Male Caucasion
Age:
19
Program Contact:
Via a group therapy program run
by AcID Staff within the Billerica House of Correction.
(A minimum security prison serving AciD's
catchment area).
Presenting Problem: Extensive drug history, long
term anti-social acting-out behavior and repeated
incarceration.
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d.

Treatment:
He entered group therapy within the prison and
externally pretended to be rather quiet, and felt
that the whole process was somewhat unusual. Towards the end of his first group meeting, he became
very agitated, overtly upset, and rejected the
group and it's members. This was not tolerated
and he was told that he either had to work or not
come to the group. A verbal contract was made
with him regarding group therapy and involvement.
He fulfilled his contract for a number of sessions,
being very non-verbal, until one day in reaction
to the emotions of another member, he became very
active and started to cry. The issue was his hair
and how he had been constantly brutalized by his
father, who could not tolerate his appearance.
He continued in the group for a period of six
months while in the House of Correction.
As we got to know him better, he became more
resourceful, appeared happier, and seemed to be
more aware of himself. However, after he was
paroled and discharged, he did not follow through
and we had no further contact with him, as an
agency, until approximately a year later. At
that time, he called one of the staff and stated
that he was calling because he knew who we were
and thought that we could help him. He said he
didn't believe in treatment, but he had gotten
to know us and felt that he could trust us better
than anyone else in the community. He entered
outpatient care expressing marital problems that
he had, having gotten married shortly after his
release. He was seen over a period of months and,
although functioning on a somewhat marginal basis,
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was able to maintain himself in the
This continued on and off for a two
His functioning, now, is remarkably
is maintaining his marriage, and is
ployed.

community.
year period.
improved; he
gainfully em-

Conclusion
The above cases accentuate the need for a broad scoped program
that allows maximum access to the client within the community.
Additionally, these cases show the value of a multi-faceted program
design that incorporates various modalities and multiple approaches.
The benefits of such multi-faceted community based programs are:
1. Contact with individuals in a variety of ways.
2. Immediate and direct service because of the
proximity of programming.
3. The achievement of the goals of client orientation,
with minimal confusion, and sound treatment plans.
4. The realization of a close interaction with the
Court and other social systems that treat and
interact with the criminal-acterouter drug abuser,
etc., which minimizes the opportunity for client
failure due to gaps in the delivery of service.

The involvement of other systems, especially the judiciary,
probation, law enforcement and the involvement of the community at
large, including the client's family, school and place of employment,
increases the likelihood for client success. More important, this
involvement gives the message to the client that citizens and the
community-at-large do care.
In conclusion, the focus has to be on the commitment to development of sound goals, and of the understanding that the task
is to deal with the client, not in isolation, but in a more wholistic
sense. This approach allows treatment professionals to play an active
role in the community and to engage in communication and activity with
other systems that results in benefits to the individual client and
the community as a whole.
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A

ABflITATINDDEL MOR THE ADULT OFMUER
Morton Zivan, Ph.D.

Temple University, Counseling Psychology Department

In the face of ever-increasing crime rates, corrections has
come under considerable criticism, sinultaneously being called too
lenient by same and too harsh by others. The historical facts
clearly shrew that correctians has been a monolithic and simplistic
response to one of our most omplex social prcblevs. Retributive
punishment has been the single guiding objective, and incarceration
has been the principal redium. That this approad has been a
multi-billion dollar unmitigatedly tragic failure is evidenced by
the fact that of the 90% of offenders who ultimately return to the
cammunity after release from prison, an estimated 65% recidivate
(U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1973) and are responsible for 80% of
felonies (Clark, 1970). Because of the dehumanizing and denralizing effects of prison life, ex-offenders are no better prepared
to deal with the vicissitudes of living than they were before
being sentenced. Indeed, they are less well prepared because, on
release, they are angry, enbittered, hostile, and vengeful
because of the way they have been dealt with.
M~en sameone is placed on parole, the situation is not
inproved, for the supervision, onunseling, and re-direction the
offender is supposed to receive usually are not provided. most
parole personnel function nore as law-enforcement officers than
helpers. The same can be said regarding prehatiorers who,
although spared the destructive experience of the institution,
are prcbably in as great need of help as parolees. Both groups
are left to fend for themselves without develcping any better survival skills than they had before comitting their offenses.
The primary reason for this state of affairs nust be the
public's unmarranted sense of security in knowing that the
offender has been institutionalized and its unfounded faith in
punishment as a means of danging unlawful behavior. Corrections
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respon5is to public opinion by spending from 80-94% of its funds for
building and maintaining institutions and for custody and security
(Nelson, 1967; U.S. Congress, 1972; Task Foroe, 1967). Missing
is any significant expenditure for programs and services to help
the offender. Yet a debate rages concerning the value of rehabilitation, and sae declare loudly that rehabilitation has been a
failure. The fact is that rehabilitation has rarely been truly
tried. Mhen the failure of rehabilitation is claimed, it is rather
thelfailure of incarceration, mistreatment, and neglect.
The cobined and only legitimate objective of corrections must
be to help the offender to change so that he will be enabled to
live a satisfying, lw-abiding life and thereby to provide the
public with safer communities.
If anyone is to be helped to change,
one must know what daracteristics of the individual are maladaptive
or self-defeating, for behavior is the conglomerate result of many
factors. Although offenders differ from one another as much as the
members of any other group do, the offender population typically
has in common such disabling problems as: limited education, lack
of work skills, poor work history, disorganized life, family
problem, poor interpersonal relationships, emotional instability,
and a poor self-concept (National Advisory Commission, 1973).
These disabling problem are so frequently found in offenders
that they can be considered likely contributory causes of crime and
recidivism. As work eoubines or can be affected by most of the
problem listed, tne very failure to adieve more vocational
success must be a factor in crime (Glaser, 1969), for it is not
just a jb that the offender needs, but those attitudes, values,
and interpersonal skills which will enable him to remain enplyed
(Neff, 1968). These problem are treatable through a rehabilitation approach. There would appear to be no other alternative;
incarceration, punishment, and neglect have not been effective,
and prevention remains elusive, One primary target must be the
potential recidivist, and hence, rehabilitation of the person who
already is an offender.
A Behabilitation Model
%hat is rehabilitation? It is the restoration of the
individual to a satisfactory physical, psydological, social, or
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vocational status (Wright, 1959).
his definition implies a multifaceted approad to the individual to aid him in the most significant areas of living so that he may be a fully functioning person
and member of his family and cnmmuity. It also inplies a process
for returning the individual to a former state of well-being and
adequate living. Because the offender's problems are often lifelong, he should not be restored to sudi a former state but rather
should be helped to adieve a more desirable state for the first
time - hence, a process =ore appropriately called habilitation.
As it is usually used, the term rehabilitation encampasses habilitation as well, and is so used in this article.
Rehabilitation was first rendered to World War I disabled
veterans and subsequently extended to civilians. It has been
essentially a gornmrent function, financed jointly by the Federal
Government and ead of the States, and administered by each State.
Service has been provided to individuals with the whole range of
physical, mental, and enotional disabilities, and for a short
period (1965-1973) to those with behavioral disorders as well,
which clearly included offenders. A wide range of services are
available free for individuals who have a diagnosable disability
which is a handicap to enplayment, if the individual is found to
have potential for enployment after service is given. The multidisciplinary team has becore the vehicle for determining an individual's potential for rehabilitation and for providing needed service.
This service delivery model is a logical and sequential process which. culminates in enployment, followed by a period of
follow-up (usually limited to 30 days after placement in esployment)
to detenmire the suitability of the position, and then closure is
made, unless a change of job or same additional service is required.
That this model has worked ell is evidenced by the steadily growing
number of people successfully rehabilitated annually, a figure which
will soon approach the half million mark nationally. Clearly, then,
there is a proven prototype for rehabilitation.
Now, to consider what rehabilitation of the offender could be.
First, w must establish that offenders without conventional types
of disability, to which rehabilitation has traditionally been
directed, are legitimate rehabilitation clients. This implies that
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they have a disability related to their offender status, that this
condition is a handicap to erployment, and that with approriate
service many can be rehabilitated to enployment and independent
living.
e need not establish that all offenders can benefit from
rhailitation
any more than all maubers of any other disability
group. It is sufficient to postulate that a significant nutber
can benefit. Being a so-far untried alternative, we can be no wore
definite.
We can delineate a set of criteria which are basic to rehabilitaticn of all disability groups and particularize their application
to offenders. A soinid rehabilitaticn approach can be characterized
as follows:
Individualized: Each client is dealt with as unique in terns
of his perscnality, problens, needs, and therefore required service.
Hence, what will constitute the rehabilitation program for each
individual will be different in tens of the ccuponent services and
their priority and timing. Such a tailored approach, the basic
hall mark of rehabilitaticn, is the antithesis of the mass treatnent
now used which follows a stereotype rooted in the assumption that
all offenders are alike, a homogneity related to the cnrmrn
dencminator of unlawful behavior. By contrast, a rehabilitaticn
approach would onsider the illegal behavior as secondary to those
features which make the client unique and would concentrate on the
changes which need to be made to aid him in reorganizing his life,
changing his attitudes, and modifying his behavior.
Ccprehensive: Clients are viewed globally and as total
organisms.
iere is a realization and acceptance of the interrelatedness of problems and a rejection of the fiction of a singleproblem individual. Clients are not viewed as having either a
psychological, social, or vcational problem, but as having life
adjustment problems perhaps coprised of elements in all areas.
seeks to determine the nature and primacy of
Hence, an evIuai
problems in the whole person, and service is planned and inplenented
accordingly. The approach does not assue problems in all areas but
sensitizes the helping persons to their possible existence and need
for resolution. rhe offender would not be viewed as just needing a
place to live, a job, or some spending noney, but probably all of

these and considerably more.
Integrated: All needed services are brought together either in
one plaie orin a netwolk of resources, phased in as required by
the particular client's situation, and monitored and coordinated to
produce the sought for objective as exeditiously as pcssible.
Decisions regarding initiation, modification, and tennination of
each service are rot made by any one individual but by the team
involved with the client through regular periodic reassessment of
his total situation. By contrast, service for the offender is
either neglected, hqpahzardly inplenented, or passed along from
agency to agency with no attempt at monitoring, coordination, or
copleteress.
Ccntinuous: once service is begun, it is pursued until the
inten
goa is achieved. Interruptions are avoided, thus
reducing the possibility of regression or sagging morale on the
part of the client, both of which occur when there are breaks in
service. Although independent living is a general rehabilitation
objective, there are sare clients who cannot function without help
and probably never will. They require the on-going availability of
professional help for their dronic emotional problems, just as
some individuals require on-going medication for their dronic
physical problems. In the case of the offender, what service is
currently rendered is segmented and crisis-oriented. And, yet, the
very availability of continued help may prevent the ccmmission of
another offense by helping the offender to reduce internal pressure
and to maintain a more stable self-concept and life style.
Democratic: The client is invlved in the assessment of his
situautin,thesetting of objectives, and the design of services to
be rendered. This is no mere application of our national philosophy,
but a realization that without client involvemant at every step, no
effort can succeed. He must help to determine what it is he is
striving for, and he must be an active participant in service
rather than a passive recipient, if help is to be effective. This
involvement encourages assumption of responsibility by the client
for himself. By its wery nature, the democratic approach is the
complete antithesis of what almost always happens with the offender.
Generally, self-determinatico and assumption of responsibility are

disonuraged (if not punished) in favor of the mud, more cOzmDn
repression, intimidation, domination, and required blind obedience
to authority. The participating client can take mudc credit for
what he achieves, or blame for wtth
fails to adieve, and thereby
derive some therapeutic benefit.
Realistic: Service nust be relevant to the client's situation
and hisikEly -future. This entails taking into account the type
of individual the client is and the type of world he will live in
and accepting these as they are and not as we would have them be.
By failing almst totally to perceive typical offender problems and
rendering service to reduce or eliminate these problems, we have
been unrealistic. Expecting the offender to go, in one day, from
being a successful inmate to becoming a successful community resident
without prior preparation and adjustment service is unrealistic.
E~pecting superior perfonnance from one who has never performed
well in the matter of living is absurd.
These criteria of sound rehabilitation are just as applicable
to the offender with whom they have not been tried, as with the
many groups of disabled with whom they have provided the basis for
effective help. But to achieve similar success with offenders,
certain special steps must be taken after the conmnitmnt to rehabilitaticn is nade.
First, there must be a total reorientation of onrrections
agencies to the rehabilitation approad.
There mist be the fullest
possible acceptance of the mission to correct the behavior of
offenders and not just to house them.
Second, there nust be a total reorganization of corrections
agencies into multifunction agencies. They should no longer
nerely operate prisions, but, as some States have already dcne
(Task Force, 1967), must also establish a variety of facilities
designed for a variety of offenders, sud as quarterway houses on
prison grounds or adjacent thereto where a transition experience
of increasing freedom and responsibility can be offered to inmates
preparing for release or participating in work, training, or educational release programs; halfway houses offering supervised living
in the comnnity; and three-quarterway houses offering independent
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group living with adjustment assistance available as needed.
isons would be used selectively for stated rehabilitation objectives best achieved in a controlled environment, as rehabilitaticn
Offenders would move
centers with a limited focus (Morris, 1974).
within this system depending on their particular stage of rehabilitatian and level of self responsibility. This flexibility would
provide incentive and motivation through the reward of increased
privileges as progress is made.
Third, there must be a total restructuring of corrections
agencies into nmiltiservice social agencies whid will offer the
various rehabilitation services or arrange for them and nonitor and
coordinate their implementation. Such a step will require that the
work now assigned to probation and parole agencies will be reassigned to the corrections acencies (O'Leary and Nuffield, 1973)
to allow for the fullest possible continuation and coordination of
service. In addition, perhaps there should be studies of the
influence of the sentencing judge on rehabilitation service for
individual offenders and, if indicated, experimental modification
of the judge's power to test for cptimzn conditions for effective
prograhlTin.
Fourth, there nust be a re-staffing of the corrections
agencies to replace personnel who will be unqualified to do the
work of the new social agency. Corrections agencies typically have
poorly qualified staff to work with probably the most difficult
clients. Now, they will need the best qualified people. w can
no longer accept the operating principle that anyone can work with
the offender or that he deserves no better workers (Taylor and
McEa hern, 1966).
Having taken these steps, we will have enabled corrections
agencies to proceed with their responsibility to rehabilitate
their clientele. In so doing, the aaencies must apply the six
criteria of effective rehabilitation. The process would begin with
a global evaluation of all offenders placed in the agency's custody
by the courts. Such an evaluation would lead to grouping offenders
in three categories: (1) some who axe so dangerous that society's
safety demands their incarceration for long periods up to life, a
population estimated not to exceed 10-20% (Pepper, 1972); (2) sone
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who can benefit from a short period of incarceration, either to
appreciate the magnitude of their offense, become aware of their
need for help, or allow for a cooling off period before resuming
cinmuity living; and (3) some who would be best treated if they
rover entered a prison but instead received service in the comunity
while living at her or in a supervised residence. 1he corrections
agency would then proceed to offer rehabilitation services, in the
institution when feasible, but largely in the cominty. A rehabilitation program would include some or all of the following:
medical treatment, individual and/or group psydotherapy, marriage
and family counseling, additional educaticn, personal adjustrment
training, work adjustment training, vocational training, job placenent, and follow-up of the time-linited or on-going type.
Discussion
Corrections has generally been allowed to function umdianged
despite its failures (Conrad, 1969) - without demonstrating its
effectiveness in adieving its only leaitimate objective: to help
the offender to dange so that he will be enabled to live a
satisfying, law-abiding life and thereby to provide the public with
safer cxumities. Public policy based on minimal expectations of
corrections has produced the unavoidable self-fulfilling prophecy
that offenders will continue to recidivate and the public will continue to be victimized.
While the ideal form of intervention would be to prevent the
commission of a first crime (President's Commssion, 1967), the
cause and prevention of crime are currently too poorly understood
for effective action. Failing at prevention, a rehabilitation
attempt to prevent recidivism is necessary to reverse a steadily
deteriorating situation.
hLis
is the only appropriate mission of
corrections. Underscoring such a policy, the National Advisory
Commission (1973) states that "A rehabilitation purpose is or ought
to be implicit in every sentence of an offender unless ordered otherwise by the sentencing julge." (p.43) The ommission goes on to
say that "A correctional authority's rehabilitation program should
include a mixture of educational, vocational, counseling, and other
services appropriate to offender needs." (p.43) But, the Cbrmission
indicates that "An enforceable right to 'treatment' or rehabilita-
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tion services... remains the nost elusive and ephemeral of the
offender rights (despite) an expression of rehabilitation intent in
most state correctional codes..." (P.44 ]
Itether a rehabilitation-oriented corrections program of the
type proposed will really be effective is still in the realm of
conjecture, unfortunately, because it has not been tried. There
would appear to be no other reasonable and responsible alternative,
and it is a first-order priority.
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PSYCHODRAMATIC TREATMENT TECHNIQUES
WITH PRISONERS IN A STATE OF ROLE TRANSITION
Kenneth Byrne, M.A.*
Hahnemann Medical College
One of the inevitable results of incarceration is the difficulty faced by the offender at the time of his release in his
re-entry to a free society. He must adjust to a system which in
today's rapidly changinq, technological world, has often chanoed
drastically since the time of his entry. The prisoner has had an
extended period of time in the prison community in which to warm
up to the role of inmate, with its concommitant behavior.
(Johnson, Savitz & Wolfgang, pp. 383-496).
Most inmates, prior to their incarceration, are members
of delinquent groups with sub-cultures deviating materially from that of the dominant culture in our society. Other
inmates, while in prison, are subjected to a continuous
acculturation... The roles played by the inmate of a
prison and the roles he is required to play upon his release are vastly different in most important aspects.
The inmate is living apart from his wife, his parents, or
any other relatives with whom he normally resides. What
often passes unnoticed is that he is also away from the
community roles and normal occupational roles.
(Haskell, March, 1960, pp. 22-23)
Upon release, the prisoner is expected to divest himself of
the role adaptations which have taken place while he was incarcerated and warm up almost instantaneously to a new set of role
expectations, often ones which were never properly mastered before.
1 The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Florence Kaslow
and Mr. Robert Wicks for their comments and suggestions on the
development of this paper.
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"It is the consensus of noted penologists, criminologists, sociologists, and others ....that there is a definite need for preparation of inmates of correctional institutions for release into
free society. The attempt to accomplish this end within the
confines of a penal institution has apparently, up to now, met
with no great success." (Tinsley & Grant, p. 111).
Within the last fifty years a variety of programs have been
begun which attempt to modify the concept of total incarceration.
Among these are work release programs, conjugal visits, and the
week-end furlough, or home visit. (Johnson, Savitz & Wolfgang,
pp. 693-698; Wicks, pp. 116, 119-122).
. . . along with attempts in the protected and structured
environment to inculcate new patterns of social norms,
he (the convict) needs the opportunity for practicing
adegaate socal performance in the "real" outside world.
Ultimately the resocialization of the offender will be
hampered unless adequate opportunities for appropriate
social performance and autonomy of action are provided
before he is finally released to the free community
through discharge or parole. (Johnson, Savitz & Wolfgang, p. 693).
Accordingly, it would appear beneficial to explore how
psychodramatic methods may be utilized to enhance the prisoner's
possibilities of success in these programs, and how he can be
prepared to take on new roles adequately before he fully leaves
the prison community.
Psychodrama was created by J. L. Moreno, M.D., a Viennese
psychiatrist, who is recognized as a pioneer in the field of
group psychotherapy. It is an improvised dramatic enactment of
concerns in a person's life which he (she) would like to explore.
Most commonly used as a form of group therapy, it enables the
patient, under the direction of a therapist, either to recreate
2 Like all forms of psychotherapy, psychodrama is best done under
the direction of someone who has had extensive training in the
particular method of therapy. Currently the center for training
in psychodrama, sociometry, and group psychotherapy is the
Moreno Institute, Beacon, New York.
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a past experience or to place himself in a hypothetical one. Members
of the group are called upon to play roles necessary for the production. Through acting out critical scenes, utilizing psychodramatic
techniques, the patient is often able to gain insight into his interpersonal difficulties and methods of coping with stress.
A psychodrama begins with warming up, or getting ready for
action. The aim is to bring the group psychologically together, help
them focus their attention on the here and now, and to select one
member, the protagonist, who presents his particular problem to the
group (Sacks, 1967). In the action portion, the protagonist works
toward exploring and eventually resolving his difficulties with the
aid of the director and the group. During this phase it is important
that role playing be within a specific context of time and place.
For example, if a convict were presenting the scene of his leaving
prison, it would be important to set up (using whatever props are
available) the specific place he would leave from, and identify the
exact day and time it would happen. This assists the protagonist
and the group to warm up to the scene, making it more realistic.
A critical psychodramatic technique is role reversal, in
which the protagonist momentarily assumes the role of another person
who he has introduced into the psychodrama. In this way he is able
to experience the situation from another's viewpoint, and to see
himself from someone else's perspective.
Throughout psychodrama sessions the group can be of great
assistance. They may suggest problems which the protagonist has not
thought of or resists mentioning, like resuming heterosexual relationships with his/her spouse after some homosexual affairs in prison.
They may counter an overly idealistic presentation with a more reality
based critique. If the director has doubts about the authenticity
of the person's presentation he might turn to the group with a comment like "What do you think, is this the way Bill is likely to handle
it?" The group too is helped, because in each enactment they will
see a part of themselves being presented. Often members can be involved in role training by being a stand-in for the protagonist and
trying out alternative behavior. Here they are gaining practice for
when their time will come to meet similar situations. Often by
playing roles in another person's drama, each acquires insight into
himself and people in his own life.
In the final portion of psychodrama, each member is asked to
share some part of his life with the protagonist, such as how the
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session has affected him, or what it reminds him of in his own life.
In classical psychodrama, analyzing, advice-aiving or criticisms are
prohibited here, and the director is responsible for maintaining
this. After the sharing, the director may want to add some therapeutic
comments of an interpretive or supportive nature.
Psychodrama seems particularly suited for work with prison inmates. After release, prisoners often complain that "they give you a
lot of talk about rehabilitation." Psychodrama is an action therapy
which ten-ds to rely less on the spoken word than many therapies, and
does indeed give the convict a chance to do, and then to re-do,
those parts of life that cause him difficulty. Many convicts have
limited education and less than adequate skills in verbally communicating their feelings. With action therapy, a vehicle is available for
safely demonstrating one's feelings, without words at all, if that is
what is necessary. The purpose here is not to denigrate the use of
language in psychotherapy, but merely to add that alternatives are
available for use with those people for whom lanquaae does not come
as readily. Because it is a form of group therapy, even those members
whose problems are not being directly considered can benefit. Often
more hesitant members can be gradually involved by playing roles in
someone else's session.
Moreno has described in detail his use of psychodramatic and
sociodramatic 3 techniques in the problem of cottage assignment in a
correctional institution. Workino with delinquent girls remanded to
a correctional facility, Moreno addressed the problem of how to best
assign new arrivals to a cottage in order to maximize satisfaction for
all concerned. Among the methods he devised is the psychodramatic
"Entrance Test", used to assess performance in a wide variety of roles.
Each newcomer is given a test "in action" which requires performance
in the role of family member, worker and community member. Housemothers and cottage members play auxiliary roles, and a jury is selected to rate the adequacy of the new arrival's performance. This information, combined with a number of other tests, is used in making
assignments. Moreno carefully recorded and studied his work and
concluded:
The runaway status of a community like Hudson is
3 Sociometry is the scientific exploration of the structure of a group,
invented by J. L. Moreno and described at length in Who Should
Survive?

an indication of the extent to which the community has
become the psychological home for the members of its
population. . . . After a four month period the effect
of assignment became evident within the community. The
number of runaways gradually dropped and during the
following eight monghs. . .was unprecedentedly low, a
total of six, which would be equally unusual for an open
population outside the institution, consisting of an
equal number of adolescents. (Moreno, 1953)
Moreno (1953) used the "Psychodramatic Exit Test" to
evaluate students readiness to leave the institution and to
assist them in the transition. The girls were asked to again
perform psychodramatically in the roles they expected to face
in the community. Through role training, the students could
practice and prepare for their separation from the school.
Lassner (1950) has offered ten clinical vignettes describing his use of psychodrama with prison inmates. In his
descriptions the author shows the wide variety of personal situations which the participants presented, and offers suggestions
for other ways in which psychodrama may be used within the prison
setting, for example, in dealing with frictions between inmates
and guards.
Corsini (1951) notes that during his extensive experience
in prison systems "the writer has personally tried several
'brands' of 'methods' of group therapy but has finally discovered
that only one method, that of psychodrama, even approaches the
effect of deep individual treatment." The author then offers a
carefully outlined format for establishing a psychodrama group.
Included are rules he established with the group members, and
verbatim reports of what was said in order to help establish a
working alliance and to build confidence in the psychodramatic method.
Yablonsky (1955) has stressed the importance of preparing
parolees to participate in necessary life roles and life situations
and has described the part psychodramatic treatment can play in
helping them make this transition. Using a clinical vignette,
Yablonsky has offered a number of guidelines for using role playing
with inmates.
Some research has been done using role playing techniques
based on psychodrama in helping prisoners about to be released.

Haskell (January, 1960) has termed this "social reconnection".
His study used two groups of sixteen and seventeen prisoners,
soon to be released, as well as two matched control groups. The
two experimental groups took part in fifteen role-playinn sessions
before release. The study concluded:
What is apparent from the results is that a aroup
participating in a Role Training Program 4 improved
in skill at playing occupational roles. It is
reasonable to infer from this fact that general
role playing ability improved. There was also
evidence of increased tendencies toward conformity.
When the improvers in role-playing activity were
compared to the non-improver, two important findinas
appeared. First, the improvers in role playing ability
showed a significant increase in tendencies toward
conformity, when compared with non-improvers. Second,
the improvers showed a substantially lower rate of recidivism after three months of freedom.
While Haskell's study does describe some success with the
method, there are several limitations. Most notably is that
all of the treatment took place before leaving, and none afterwards. Also noteworthy is the limite number of meetings and
the lack of specific description of the content of the sessions.
With this in mind, the intent in this article is to focus
on the use of psychodrama with prisoners who leave the institution for a short period of time, then return. This supplies
the obvious advantage of rapid feedback and the opportunity to
better prepare the prisoner for his next venture.
In Moreno's early work with the girls of the Hudson School,
4 "Haskell developed a more structured form of role playing in which
the emphasis was on experience in past situations as preparation
for action. He called this role training. Techniques developed
by Moreno for use in psychodrama were applied." (Haskell, 1961,
p. 31). Role training may be further defined as using someone's
past experience in a given role, and through the use of psychodramatic techniques, helping him to gain increased spontaniety
and expertise in carrying out that role.

he saw the need for training in occupational, family, and community
roles. The prisoner in any of the programs which involve partial
release for work or family visits must instantaneously warm up to a
variety of these roles. One way to facilitate the transition would
be an ongoing group led by a therapist trained in psychodramatic
methods. Sessions would be structured around each of the above
named areas. For example:
A) One ubiquitous problem faced by inmates about to be released is employment. Haskell has noted:
In prison the inmate does not have to find a job. It
is considered to be the duty of the officials to provide him with work and the inmate comes to feel he has
a right to a job. Foremen in the prison are dontent
with a limited amount of productivity, the standards
being far lower than set by foremen and employers outside the prison. Far more cooperation than the inmate
is accustomed to give is expected of him by fellow workers,
foremen and employers when he works on the outside.
(1961, p. 31).
Psychodramatic role training sessions could be structured around
the process of finding and keeping a suitable job. Some obvious
starting points would be the job interview, explaining the inevitable question of a prison record and why the employer should
hire a "con". Through role reversal and modeling (see p.8 )
the subject has a chance to see how he presents himself and is
given the chance to improve his performance, before he is actually
doing it "for real". Also within this problem spectrum are the
difficulties of the first day on the job, meeting fellow workers,
and dealing with bosses.
B) The prisoner visiting his family during and after a
prison term has a host of questions and fears about what he will
say, how he will behave and how he will be received. Some natural
scenes to be rehearsed would be his first meeting with the family,
what to say and do during the "quiet time", how to relate to
children, and if it is a home release program, how to say goodbye
again.
C) Returning to a community, sometimes a familiar one but
often times not, is another task which might well be eased by a
course of role training and enactment. The prisoner must face
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meeting former street friends and decide to what extent he
will be involved with them. Frequently he must decide whether
he will return to drug use. The man re-entering his community
who decides to shun former friends is confronted with the task
of building a new set of people with whom he can relate. If he
decides to continue old friendships, the task is to try to remain
within the boundaries of the law when surrounded by others who
may not.
D) A frequent characteristic of those who are imprisoned,
and a quality which cuts across all role behavior, is difficulty
with impulse control. It is particularly in this area that
psychodrama is at times misunderstood.
Psychodrama is just as much a method of restraint as
it is a method of expression. The repressiveness of
our culture has attached to "expression per se" a value
which is often beyond its actual reward. In such
methods as role reversal, or enactment of roles which
require restraint, retraining and/or reconditionina of
excitability lies a greatly underestimated and disregarded application of psychodrama. One thinks here
especially of the chronic bad actor in lIfe, the delinquent or psychopath, whose ability for self-restraint has not been strengthened by his warming up
to stresses in life. (Moreno, 1969, pp. 235-236).
What is often called for is a re-training of the warm-up to a
"hot" issue, one which tends to be particularly provocative
and troublesome for that person. Role training sessions can
be spent on just these issues, giving the group members a chance
to practice self control, and learn behaviors which will be more
adaptive.
In role training, a number of techniques are of particular
value:
A) In the mirror technique some one is asked to carefully
observe the protagonist's behavior.
Then the protagonist is
asked to step out and let someone else play him, duplicating
as nearly as possible his words and actions. He can observe
his behavior as a spectator. (This technique puts into action
the psychoanalytic concept of the "observing ego"). A discussion

can be initiated as to the quality and effectiveness of his
interpersonal behavior. He might want to try another approach,
or other group members can be encouraged to step into his shoes
and try to deal with the situation. The responses of the
auxiliary egos remain the same initially, but may change in
accord with the different stimuli they get from a fresh approach.
B) Therapeutic Modeling is a natural derivative of the
mirror technique. If a person is unable to modify his own behavior, it is often helpful for him to observe others in a
similar situation. The subject is asked to step out of the
scene and to allow other group members to demonstrate their
method of handling the situation. Afterwards, the subject can
be asked to try again, based on what he has seen others do, incorporating those aspects which he feels might be helpful.
C) The Future Projection Technique "involves havinq the
subject act out, with support of auxiliary egos and a group, a
meaningful situation in which the subject expects to act in
the future. .. An intense, effective warm-up is the essence
in the application of this method." (Yablonsky, 1954, p. 303).
While one cannot predict the future, everyone carries an
internal, preconscious expectation. It is important to make
that visible and to help a person prepare for what may be
called his "psychic future".
Psychodramatic methods can often be used productively in
individual counseling sessions. Role reversal between counselor
and client, when carried out nondefensively, often helps clear
up misperceptions that occur, and provides each person with an
increased awareness of the others perspective. The counselor
can also use the methods of future projection, mirroring and
modeling to give the inmate direct feedback about his behavior,
and an action demonstration of ways he might modify his behavior.
It should again be underscored that the use of the
psychodramatic method is likely to be of optimal effectiveness
in programs where the prisoners return to the institution after
a short excursion to free society, or in rehabilitation programs
in which the members have relative freedom. The distinct advantage is the opportunity to test out new role behaviors, and
to then examine and redefine these behaviors and their potential

consequences in the setting of a supportive group. While it
is helpful for the director to keep in mind the three areas of
family, job and community roles, there is little question that as
group members begin to see the value afforded by expanding their
role behavior to include additional coping styles, offering them
a better chance of "making it", they will provide more than ample
material for the group to work with.
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